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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE USE AND MANA.C4EMENT OF
THE ELECTROMGRETIC SPECTRUM

In this chapter, we address the question posed to

us by the President: "Are we making the best use of the

electromagnetic frequency spectrum?" This is not a now

topic for policy review. It has been a source of great

concern to a number of agencies, committees, and commissions

in recent years .*/ Their studies have clearly shown that

the nation is not achieving the best use of the spectrum

in the face of growing demand and increasing shortage.

Although many basic recommendations for improvement have

been made, few have been implemented. Generally, those

infrequent remedial measures taken in the past have proved

inadequate.

Among the major previous studies are: Joint Technical
Advisory Committee (JTAC) of the InstitUte of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers and Electronics Industries As-
sociation, Radio Spectrum Conservation (1952), Radio
Spectrum li_tqjzation (1963), and Spectrum Engineering,
the Ku to Progress (1968); Director of Telecommunica-
Xions Management, A Report of FreglIplicy Manal!sment
Within the Executive Branch of the Government (1-966);
Commerce Technical Advisory Board (CTAB), U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Electromignetic.Spectrvm
The Silent Crisis (1966); Federal Communications Com-
mission, Final Report of the Advisory Committee for the

Land Mobile Radio Services (1967).



Our own studies confirm tlany of the conclusions

'reached in earlier investigations. Spectrum resources are now

being utilized wastefully and inefficiently. In some locations

serious shortage prevails. And those problems will become

increasingly severe in the face of clearly increasing

demand for radio communications. Technological and economic

change will increasingly generate stresses beyond the capacity

of existing policies and institutions to cope with them.

I. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM IS A VALUABLE
NATURAL RESOURCE

Electromagnetic radiation is a form of oscillating

electrical and magnetic energy capable of traversing space

without benefit of physical interconnections. Radiant heat

and light are forms of electromagnetic radiation. So are

radio signals. The rate (in cycles per second) at which

the energy oscillates is termed its frequency, and the

complote range of frequencies is encompassed by the electro-

magnetic spectrum. That portion of the spectrum usable for

radio communication ranges from about 10,000 cycles per

second to 110 billion cycles per second.
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Aircraft, ships, motor vehicles and other mobfle

units are critically dependent on radio for rapid coi,i-

munications. Radio is also the dominant technique. for

providing such disparate services as television broad-

casting, long-distance telephony, navigation, radar, and some

scientific research. In short, the spectrum is a natural

resource vital to the functioning of modern society.

In many respects the spectrum is a plentiful resource

since it is not depleted through use (unlike say, coal and

oil), and discrete portions can in general be used simul-

taneously by many separate radio services. But, as a

consequence of their propagation characteristics, some

portions of the spectrum can be used only for certain kinds of

services, .and extensive simultaneous use

can result in troublesome or intolerable

problems become

of identical portions

interference. These

increasingly severe as the demand for radio com-

Munication grows. For example, very low-frequency radio

signals are especially useful for worldwide services because

they can propagate thousands of miles around the curvature

of the earth. In contrast, some signals Of much higher
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frequency travel only ovor linc-of-sight paths and aJ:c

ordinarily useful only for short distance terrestrial services

and satellite services. Limitations of frequency range adaptable

or available to particular services, combined with increasim,

demands for those services, has caused an increasing scarcity of

usable spectrum in some areas. As this occurs, entry of new

spectrum-using services must be. restricted or more stringent

and costly operating standards must be imposed upon established

services.

While the role of spectrum management embraces the

entire usable range of frequencies, we are especinily con-

cern2d with the ranges above 100 MHz./ For it is in that

portion of the spectrum that we face pressing problems of

shortage. It is there that the needs of such services as

The term MHz refers to "megahertz" or millions of cycles
per second; similarly, kHz and GHz refer respectively to
kiloUcrtz (thousands of cycles per second) and aio-iHertz0 0 •

(billions of cycles per second).
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mobile radio, broadcast television, eomunication satellites,

and terrestrial microwave relay .must be satisfied,*/

II. WE ARE NOT NOW MAKING BEST USE OF THE SPECTRUM

A. Growth in Radio Services in the Past Decade
Has Been Remarkable

Within the United States over the past decade, the

number of radio transmitters has grown at an average rate of

over 17% per year. Total authorized non-government transmitters

increased from about 1.2 million in 1957 to over 6 million in

196/. An average of less than three transmitters per 1000

persons in 1950 had grown to over 30 pr 3000 persons in 1067.

While we have examined a wide variety of spectrum uses
throughout the entire range of frequencies now in use
or potentially usefill for'radio services, a major
portion of our specific analyses and recommendations
deals with the broad category termed "Safety and Special
Services" by the Federal Communications Commission. The
reasons for this emphasis are: (a) this category en-
compasses roughly 93% of all stations and well over 99%
pf all transmitters licensed by the FCC; (b) with a few
exceptions (e.g., communication satellites) these services
pose the major problem for spectrum management, both
now and in the foreseeable future; and (c) the refrponsible

management and user agencies consider that Federal
Government spectrum needs, comprising the major require-
ments outside the Safety and Special Services category,
can generally be handled under existing allocations

* through the application of improved frequency management

capabilities.



This pattern of growth is due to many factors. Most

significantly, requirements for higher levels of mobility

have combined with technological advances to greatly enlarge

the benefits of using radio. America is a nation on the move.

People want conununication services to match this mobility, and

radio is increasingly being caned on to provide those services.

The ability to dispense with wires which constrain mobility is

powerful incentive to rndio uso. Moreover, while radio

services have always offered mobility, only in recent years has

advancing technology permitted widespread use of these services

The advent of low-cost transistorized circuitry has been a

major, though by no means exclusive, factor. With the

projected deve3opment and application of integrated electronic

circuits, the trend toward complex yet 3ow-cost radio systems

can be expected Co continue.

Thus, the two-way radio is a matter of sound economics,

whether for police protection, fire prevention, diaper de-

livery, TV repair, taxi service, cement delivery, or utility

service and maintenance. As one example, for certain kinds

of services it has been estimated that three radio-equipped
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service vehicles can carry the same workload as four vehicles

without radio,/ meaning savings of perhaps $50,000 to $100,000

per year.

The general public has also begun to realize the

potential benefits of two-way radio. Thus far, a principal

user has been the busy executive, who can use radio service

effectively en route between business activities. But the

rapid growth of "Citizens Radio" (a special classification

which includes all two-way radio uses by the general public)

is evidence of additional important demand by the public

for spectrum use.

B. Spectrum_Sca.rcities_areIntlihj,ting_Ths Gr.owth
Under Existing Allocation and Usage Procedures

Despite the growth in demand for radio services, certain

potentially beneficial services are being denied satisfactory

use of the spectrum. During the period 1959-64, growth in

authorized spectrum uses averaged about 227 per year, both

*/ FCC Land Mobile Advisory Committee, Final Report,
Vol. 2, Pt. 2, Section 9.



in number of users (from 652,000 to 1.0 million) and number

of transmitters (from 2.18 million to 4.92 million). From

1964 to 1967, however, the annual growth rate was. oily

about 7%, while applications for spectrum use (which had

grown steadily throughout the earlier period) leveled off and

in many services began to decline. Statistics for 3967

indicate a significant decline in applications for virtually

every category except marine and amateur radio services.

Although other factors may have contributed to

diminished growth, there is reason to believe that spectrum

scarcity and congestion, with resultant service degradation,

are significant contributing factors. In 1958 the condition

in land mobile services (a category encompassing nearly 507

of all authorized transmitters) was described by the FCC

as spectrum "congestion," by 1962 as "extreme cOngcstion,"

and by 1964 as "acute frequency shortage." in March 1964

an FCC Land Mobile Frequency Advisory Committee was appointed

to explore steps which might be taken to alleviate these

problems "without involving the allocation of additional

spectrum space to land mobile service." This committee
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reported in November 1967 that "no major long-term

relief ... can be achieved in the. major metropolitan areas . • .

by further chauges in operating techniques and procedures . 
•ff.
•

and further that "additional frequency spectrum must be

allocated for this use."

Many land mobile users operate on a "party-line" basis,

with numerous users sharing the same spectrum assign,Jent.

As demand for the service grows, and as the FCC continues to

grant additiol,n1 licenses to qualified applicants, over -crowding

and interference rise to progressively higher levels --

thereby reducing the utTliLy of the service to all liners.

Moreover, the situation tends to discourage further applications

even though additional mobile service g might be valuable.

On the basis of various studies we have reviewed,

it is reasonable to conclude that over the past decade ]and

mobile services have been unable to obtain sufficient spectrum

resources to avoid harmful interference and service

degradation in major metropolitan areas. These services

have undergone three major equipment conversions since

1950 to reduce the amount of spectrum (bandwidth) required
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per voice chtmnel, as a way to accommodate more users; but

further steps in this direction do not appear economically

feasible, nor technically adequate.

Aside from the general problems of land mobi3e services,

there is a specific area of particular concern. The vital

communications requirements of state and local entities providing

police, fire, ambulance, and related public safety services

have becom2 increasingly dependent upon radio. Yet; in the face

of a rising crime rate, violence and civil disorder in our

urban centers, those services have experienced spectrum scarcity

and congestion comparable to that experienced by land mobile

users generally.

Finally, some contend that spectrum scarcity has inhib -jH

development of communications satellites. This more recent

spectrum claimant has been required to share spectrum bands

previously allocated exclusively to microwave radio relay servicr,

since exclusive bands for satellites are not available.

Concern over the possibility of mutual interference between

radio relay services and an extensive nationwide network of

satellite earth stations has been cited as a major reason for

delay in implementing a fully-operational domestic satellite

service although ]ack of a comprehensive national program for

domestic use of satellites has also been a major contributing

factor).
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Co Growinu D,-wand f0-r ST)OetrUM 119e Vrill IntenclifY

the Problem

Technological advances will continue to drive the cost

of radio communication services down, and demand for radio

services is expected to grow. rapidly. However, lack of

adequate spectrum resources could be a major inhibiting

factor unless remedial measures arc begun.

Land Mbbil Radio_Servcp -- In the past 18 years,

thr:1 number of transmitters in this service has grown from

180,000 to 2.6 million; by 1975 this number might well double,

given adequate spectrum reources. The amount of spectrum

now available for this service is about 42 MHz. To lIndle

expected growth, assuming present operating practices,

minimum of 42 additional MHz will be needed in thn major

metropolitan areas. */ Moreover, in view of the probable

need to reassign some present users to reduce exc'essive.

interference in existing services, even more spectrum could

be required.

lc/ FCC Land Mobile Frequency Relief Committee, op cit
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ublic Rvdin Services -- Although few studies have been

made of the potential demand for radio services by the

general public, growth in the Citizens Radio Service provides

some general information. The number of transmitters in this

service has grown from about 20,000 to 2.7 million since

the mid-1950's, and conservative cst5mates place this figure

at close to 7 million by 1.975 0 */ With future technology,

these radios need not be significantly higher in cost than

conventional AM auto radio. It seems likely, therefofc,

that a major segment of the driving public might find :115s

two--way radio service desirable addibg significant-iy to

the demand for spectrum use.

Spectyum allocations now available for public use in

the Citizens Radio category total 4.1 MHz, or 107 as much as

the congested )and mobile service. Yet Citizens Radio trans-

mitters outnumber mobile radio transmitters. To be sure,

these users do not require the same quality of service as,

for example, a metropolitan police cruiser. Nevertheless,

a large potential demand exists for public radio service,

*/ Director of Telecommunications Management, The_Red5,p
Frequency Spec.trum.,y,S, UsejTA Mana.geme_nt, September
1968, p. D-27.
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and in some geographic areas congestion within the Citizens

Radio SeIvice is already intolerably high, If existing

rules permitting this use remqin in effect, significant

increases in usable spectrum must be made available to ac-

commodate the most conservative estimates oi growth, 11

public radio services developed to meet demand, thci5- spectrum

requirement might well dwarf even that of land mobile radio

services.

Ilicrowave_Rndio_y_ -- This service provides the bulk

of the long-haul transmission capability of the com.00n carrier t411
network as well as of numerous private services, its annual

growth rate, which ran to over 1570 throughout tho 1950-60

period, has declined in re.cent_ years to 77 in 1967. This

decline is clue to several factors, including spectrum scarcity

near major urban areas whore routes converge, and the declining

cost of coaxial cable facilities which provide an alternative

to radio services. The future is somewhat uncertain, The

Boll System expects that by 1980 only 10% of its bulk trans-

mission requirements will be met by radio relay, with the

remaining 907 mot by cable or other non-radiating alternatives,
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Were adequate spectrum resources available to permit full

..exploitation of microwave economies of scale, the future

pattern of development might be substantially different.

Communicatjon Satellite S crvices -- In our chapter on

domestic satellites, we discussed the technical feasibility

and economic viability of satellites vis-a-vis various

terrestrial alternatives. Satellite systems require a

relatively high initial fixed investment regardless of the

level of system capacity, while the additional cost to

increase capacity is low in comparison to fixed costs.

Thercfore, the bandwidth available to each satellite, the

location of this bandwidth within the overall spectrum range

(e.g., above or below 10 GHz) and the nature of sharing con-

straints imposed, as functional limitation upon total capacity)

have a marked effect on system economies. Prospects for such

services are therefore quite dependent on the spectrum sharing

and/or allocation approach that is adopted.

The pervasive general problem in the above areas is

that with some exceptions -- the demand and technology

for economical radio services requiring spectrum use ave
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growing at a very fast rate, while new spectrum resoul- ces

are not becoming available nearly so rapidly, As noted

earlier, authorized non-government radio transmitters of

all types 1.31 the United States already exceed 6 million --

a threefold increase since 1960, By 1980, assuming that

demand can be accommodated, this number is conservatively

projected to reach 17 million, */ Should usage by the

general public grow as rapidly as we believe possible, the

number could easily reach 50. million or more. Since spectrum

USC has been termed a "silent crisis" **/ and "spectrum

congestion" and "spectrum saturation" have become everyday

words in the telecommunications vocabulary, even conservative

estimates of future demand will pose a serious challenge for

spectrum management.

PRESENT-DAY MANAGEMENT APPROACHES AND CAPABILITIES
ARE NOT ADEQUATE TO ACHIEVE OPTIMUM USE OF THE SPECTRUM

Existing capability for spectrum management is based

on administrative simplicity and the needs of an earlier era.

*/ DTM, pp, p4t. I). D-27

**/ Department of Commerce Technical Advisory Board,
Electromagnetic_Sflec:Lrum_Utilization -- The Silent
Crisis, 1966.

LI
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' It is designed primarily to accommodate those radio services

• inherently worldwide in scope (e.g,, services usiug frequencies

below about_ 100 MHz); to deal with broad cl;,sses of spectrum

USC rather than with individual uses; and to minimixe the

expense of spectrum wanogehlenL. Thus, spectrum resources

are apportioned among potential users eccording to a single

nationwide "block" allocation plan. Priorities for spectrum

access are established by this plan on the basis of the user

category in which a given claimant falls. Spectrum resources

are also divided betwen government and non-governhienL- uses on

a nationwide block basis, largely irrespective of go graphic

variations in reloLive need The amount of spectrum allocated

to a particular service is controlled primarily by broad

nationwide standards rather than the dynamics of spectrum

demand in particular areas,

Until recently, this approach has by and large accommodated

essential spectrum needs of the nation, and perhaps minimized

govarnment expenditures for spectrum management. But it has

serious deficiencies for the immediate future and beyond

-- Police and other public safety radio services in

major metropolitan areas may be unable to obtain vital spectrum
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resources, while those resources allocated to other user

categories go unused in the same area (e.g., frequencies

reserved for forestry services were only recently made

available to the New York City Police Department).

The business community and the general public

throughout the nation may be denied access to otherwise

unused spectrum bands, simply because those bands are used

for other services in a few metropolitan centers (e.g., land

mobile services are unable to use spectrum allocated to

television in areas where these allocations are unusable

for TV).

-- One class of users may be forced to adopt costly

equipment modifications to meet growing demand, while another

class, favored with an abundance of similar spectrum re-

sources, may use them wastefully (e.g., private land mobile

users have undertaken three major equipment revisions since

1950 to conserve spectrum, while certain other mobile

services continue to use wider bandwidths than required

by existing technology.

-- New spectrum dependent services, irrespective of

potential social or economic benefit, may be denied
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allocations or forced to adopt uneconomic design and

operating practices to protect established services,

without even the option to indemnify existing users

against harmful interference (e.g. c.ate)11-0 services

are forced to locate earth teriRinals in remote areas

and to adopt sub-optimum system trade-offs and operating

constraints to ensure absolute interference protection

for microwave relay systems).

Within the 1imitntions of staff and funding

and the dual system of mana3ement under which they must

411 operate -- the FCC and DIM have attempted in recent years

to coordinate efforts and eliminate these deficiencies ./

Certain steps recently begun, if carried to fruition, will

*/ DTM, cit., pp. E 1-29
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afford temporary relief from some of the most urgent of

these prohlems.*/ Howevei- lauditory, these efforts serve

only to highlight the need for Lin improved spectrum manage-

ment capability which will, systematically and expedi-

tiously, make spectrum resources available to meet growth

in demand and variations in social, geographic and eco-

nomic benefits.

A. National "Block1! Allocation Procedures Lack. _  . _ .  _ . . .   _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ _ . .  _ . . . . . _ _
Adequate Flexibility

The opportunity to use spectrum has historically been

allocated among various groups and types. of service accord-

ing to a uniform national plan in which particular spectrum

bands are earmarked for use by a particular category of

user and/or service. The spectrum band allocated for the

petroleum industry is the same in New York City as in the

Texas oil field, as are those allocated for taxicabs,

•

*/ FCC Docket S 18261 and 18262 seek to determine whether
certain unused UHF television channels (i.e., the lower 7)
could be shared by land mobile services in selected geo—
graphic areas, and whether other channels at the upper
end of the UHF television allocations might be reallo-
cated to land mobile service in a separate action.
The DTM released 26 NH2 of spectrum formerly allocated
fo government use to enable the FCC to meet urgent
needs.
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maritime radio, police forces, etc. Similarly, spectrum

allocated to television broadcasting bands, as 

tinguished from discrete channel assignments, is uniform

in all areas of the country. Yet, in every area of the

country portions of those bands lie idle and unassignable

to discrete television channels because of existing intra--

service interference standards. In New York City alone,

the FCC Land Mobile Frequency Relief Committee reports

that some 86 MHz */ of spectrutri lies fallow and unused

for this reason. while unusable for TV, many of thc,.se

frequencies would be quite suitable for other services

without jeopardizing television reception. Meanwhile,

spectrum available to land mobile users, including critical

public safety services, is experiencing intolerable con-

gestion in that city..

When spectrum resources were abundant, advantages

of nationwide block allocations, such as administrative

*/ This is twice as much spectrum as is now allocated to
land mobile services in the City.
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411 simplicity and equipment sulndardion, may have out-

•

weighed the disadvantages. Ploever', the sharp rise. in

demand for spectrum use combined with finite limits upon

usable spectrum clearly requires Chat local variations in

demand among various user and service categories be con-

sidered in apporLioning spectrum resources. To be sure,

the existing spectrum management structure has occasionally

responded to such needs on an ad hoc basis in selective

geographic areas. But those stops have usually involved

lengthy administrative negotiation and coordination..

Flexibility must become the rule rather than the exception

if ue arc to achieve effective use of the spectrum. Of

course, we must be mindful of imbedded capital investnt

in existing equipment. Before any changes invoking equip-

ment obsolescence, reasonable periods of amortization should

be afforded.

B Fxictinc, Criteria for Auortioninc, SpoctrumB. 
• •

Resources Amonc, Competinc, Uses are Unsatisfactory

Under, existing law and policy, the only criterion

available to the spectrum manager for resolving conflicting

-claims is "the public Interest, convenience or necessity."

The product of an earlier era, that standard is neither
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sufficiently objective no): definitive to resolve the

questions of spcctrum access we now confront. In est.ob-

iishing the initial block allocations to user groups and

services, the FCC relies prjmnri]y on the claims oT cool-

peting interest groups and its own projections of potential

need. Once established, the initial block allocations

carry great weight; and thereafter integrity of

cation, rather than flexibility to net spectrum demLlid,

tends to become the central concern.

when infleible priorities are assigned on the

basis of claims by institutional user groups, distortions

are very likely to occur. Criteria for establishing

priorities and cowparing relative values aro not likely

to be applied consistently to differing claimants. Not

forced to consider the value of spectrum to others, each

group has every incentive to exaggerate its own needs.

If one anticipates he will receive less than he asks for,

he has all the more reason to inflate his demands. Ac-

cordingly, great_ latitude exists for sub-optimal allocation

and use.

•
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C. The Division of Spectrum Resources and Manage-__
ment ResTonsibilities between Governmenf and
Non-Government Uses is a Source of Inefficiency

Another characteristic of the national block alloca-

tion scheme is the division of spectrum resources between

government and non-government uses. And, just as the

resource is rigidly partitioned between government and

non-government use, the responsibility for management of

each portion is bifurcated. Under the 1934 Communications

Act the FCC administers all non-federal government use of

spectrum. Responsibility for assigning frequencies to

federal government stations is vested in the President.

By delegation of authority from the President, the Director

of Telecommun-cations Management discharges that responsi-

bility. The Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC),

composed of representatives of the principal federal govern-

ment users of radio frequencies, plays an important role in

the actual determinations. While formally represented on

only the Frequency Assignment Subcommittee of the IRAC, the

FCC maintains close liaison with the IRAC.

Once spectrum is partitioned between government and

non government uses, responsibility for allocating each

portion is clearly defined. But, in prospective, there is
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no formal mechanism for resolving conflicting claims, between

government and non-government uses. By the same token, no

formal mechanism exists for resolving ultimate differences

between DTM, representing Executive Branch users, and the

FCC, representing private users. The President and the FCC

are, in effect, independent within their respective spheres.

To be sure, mechanisms have been developed to avoid

interference between the two sectors, and to accommodate

critical government needs. But the division of responsi-

bility has inherent problems. For example, certain govern-

ment spectrum resources go largely unused in those urban

areas where civilian spectrum needs are greatest. The

government may well need as much spectrum space as it has

in some areas of the country. -- indeed, in some areas it

may need more. But more relevantly, what are the require-

ments for spectrum use by government agencies in _§.2ecific 

urban areas? How much of this is contingency need, and how

might the total spectrum resources of each area be better

utilized if more flexible arrangements were established for

government/non-government sharing at the local level? These

are questions which no single agency can resolve under the

present scheme of divided responsibility.
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D. Spectrum waste is n Sinifieant Problem

1.;37 "spectrum waste" we refer to such factors as the

use of broader bandwidths or higher power than required

or antennas of less directivity than the .service area

would dictate; and to the use of receivers having less

sensitivity and/or selectivity than current technology

can economically provide. To avoid interference in such

cases, greater separation (in geography and/or spectrum

location) of spectrum uses must be maintained.

with present management procedures and resourceE;,

a major factor contributing to spectrum waste is the

inability to engineer spectrum uses on an individual

basis. The block allocation system is protected by

nationwide standards clTctating maximum bandwidth, po;•:er,

antenna height, and other factors affecting each servIce.

These standards are not adaptable to variations in need

and ]ocation. Since the spectrum user faces no direct

economic penalty for waste, it is often less expensive

for him to comply with only the broadest standards than

to tailor his equipment and operating practices more

lac:ally to his specific requirements.
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E. The Present Levels of Staff and Fundinc, fl-
voted to Sycetrum MLnat-em..:,nt are Im-Idequato.

The FCC's spect.rom tronagment responsibilities aloo,o

have reached staggering proportions. More than 800,000

license applications were received for processing in 1967.

Unable to obtain necessary funds for enlarging its small

technical staff, the FCC cannot adequately undertake the

comprebensive planning needed to achieve greater efficiency

in spectrum use. It has little alternative but (a) to rely

on block ollo(:aLions, (b) to establish simplified operating

standards for use of frequencies, and (c) except for broad-

casting, to issue licenses and renewals on a routine basis

to qualified applicants.

Much of the technical work essential to the success

of FCC licensing is done privately rather than by the FCC's

engineering staff. Thus, within land Hobile and other bands,

the task of minimizing interference through coordinating new

applications with existing assignments has been relegated to

private user associations. Much of the monitoring activity

necessary to trace harinful interference to its source must

be dope directly by the affected parties, rather than by

FCC engineers. While such private activities will continue
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to be indispensable to good spectrum management and

engincering, the spectrum .meLnagoment authority clearly

requires adequate engineering and analytic capabilities

to establish and continually improve technical standards

and to independently evaluate allocation and interference

issues which arise among users.

The process of apportioning spectrum use among govern-

ment agencies is less difficult than that used by the FCC,

with somewhat greater attention to individual uses. How-

. ever, the growing volum2 of applications (no. 37,000 per

year) has made it increasingly difficult for the DT1,1 to

conduct detailed analyses of individual applications.

A growing tendency toward use of allocation tables and

other methods of routinization is the result.
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3V. CLEAR POLICY 01:3ECTIVLq A!ND A ND-3 APPROACH
TO SPIICT1O:1 liAnAGNT SHOUhl) BE AIXWWD

A. A Basle Cuido is needed for Spectrum Use
and Mann-eEent

A lack of clenv notional poncy objectives• has been

cited by tbe Daector of Telecotomunlcations Management and

others as a major deterrent to more effective spectrum use.

Fundamental public policy regarding the spectrum sholld be

to soil: th-t combination of sp:,ctfum uses which offel:.s

maximilm social and econo.ilic contribution to the natio n:11

welfare olld security,
•

This guideline emphasizes our concern with maxi-

mizing the efficient use of spectrum resources .• A

ticular spectrum use should not 1)3 favored if its potential

contribution to net social and economic welfare is less
+

than a competing use. Such comparisons require that all

costs and benefits (including imbedded capital iTivestinents)

be taken into accomnt. Interference with other uses by a

particular use is a major factor in judging its contribu-

tion to net social and economic welfare. The combination

of oll spectrum uses should bc the focus of public policy,

rather than some selected few. Thus, one corollary of

the basLc guideline is to seek the continuinf substitution

•
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of hip;her -valued spectrum uses for lower-valued uses. . . . . 

and the addition. of uses whose net effect is to iner000

overall social or economic benefits -- with due considera-

tion of al] ithbedded capiLal investments.

The spectrum is not subject to depletion through

use. It may be converted to new uses on demand. Thus,

greater benefits will normally accrue from making spectrum

available for productive use when and as required, rather

than "banking" it for possible future -uses. Some "banking"

may be desirable as an incentive for the economical dcwolop-

went of equipment and services, or indeed to preserve for

future development some spectrum free from substanLial user-

investment which would be difficult or impossible to 0\c -•

turn. But this should be permitted only as an adjunct to

broad, long-range planning guides. It should not include

anticipatory allocation of spectrum rights to particular

users in the absence of a clearly foreseeable need. As a

second corollary to the basic guideline, unused spectrum

resources should be ell2ployed to meet ally irnt need

Provided that this does not cause excessive interference

to existinc, uses conforms with established standards and
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inteynational ac;rcements cl,os i u interfere with

:hod s for hi ci-her-val.u(:d uses

In our economy, most scarce resources are allotted

through a frce markc.t of buyers and sellers. The market

mechanism is attractive because it encourages transfer

of resources from lower-valued to higher-valued uses.

A willingness to buy and sell at a price, rather than

adminisirative priorities, establishes value. Thus

buyers are stimulated to conserve a resource when cost is

incurred in its use.

One of the first concepts we explored in our

spectrum study was the potential of market mechanisms

to allocate spectrum efficiently. We examined such issuns

as: the exUent to which social, values of spectrum use

(i.e., those values not fairly reflec Led by market dynamics)

could be properly taken into account in a market allocation

system; the problem of defining rights in spectrum use that

would be adaptable to free market exchange without leading

to inefficient use of spectrum; and the problem of pro-

tecting rights and resolving disputes between rights

holders.
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As discussed later, N;c: conclude that grecter cmithasis

be placed on econoniic factors in allocating spoctrum re-

sources among competing claimants. We further believe

that the most effective means for reflecting economic value

is t1rou3h the direct: interplay of buyer and seller. How--

ever, we cannot at this time recommend adoption of a full-

scale free market mechanism for spectrum use. The most

basic problem is of identifying spectrum rights suitable

for unrestricted trading, which. at the same time would

not result in great waste of spectrum resources.

If a free market is to oper;tte effectively, the

rights exchanged must be rensonal,ly distioct, quantifiable,

and divisible, and without strong intenIction between uses.

These feotures would permit the resource to be transferred

easily from one use to another, and for segments to be

subdividd or consolidated in accordance with variations

in supply and demand.

Tho spectrum possesses several special character-

istics which, while contributing immensely to its abi 15 ty

to support telecommunications, makes quite complex the

definition of rights, in workable, quantitative terms.

First, the spectrum is not depleted through use -- as are
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minerals, etc. -- but rcmins

ever avvilable for.- urLher use,. Second, the usa of a par-

ticular "part" of the spectrum for one radio service does

not necessarily deny use of the saicia "part" to another

service, clther simultaneously or appropriately phased in

time, either in the same or a different geographic arc-a.

Third, while radiation characteristics can be well

defined in terms of energy, bandwidth occupancy, and time,

the spatial distribution of energy cannot be confined

within discrete boundaries at all times, except in a

probabilistic sense, because of the nature of radio waves

and the effects of earth-atiaosphere environment. Inter-

ference with another user, whoner in the same frequency

band or as a result of interaction in any other frequency

band, may (-1],c) be predicted or controlled only in a proba-

bilistic sense. Though spectrum uses may to some degree

be considered diffuse and overlapping, technical moans used

at the transmitter and receiver can control such overlap and

interaction. Almost any degree of protection may be achieved

at swe cost, between potentially interfering uses. Indeed,

the incentive to balance the cost of protection against the

cost of spectrum use underlies the attraction of the market

system to achieve efficient utilizaLion.
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Because of these chal.acteristics, spectrum uses

Interact with one another in complex, variable, and

potentially harmful ways, even though much duplication is

technically possible in the use of each part of the spec-

trum. Thus, the ability of one user to employ a par-

ticular spectrum right can be greatly affected by hou

others employ their rights. Yet every approach we have

examined for coping with this problcm of "externalities"

by identifying sufficiently discrete and unique spectrum

rights to permit theca to be freely exchanged, subdivided,

O1 coAind carries the prospect of significant overall

inefficiency in the use of the spectrum.

We have concluded, first, that further study of the

question of definition of rights, with due regard to

rapidly changing technology, is clearly essential before a

full-scale market system could be employed. Tho under- .

standing of the resource, and its measure, which would come

from such a study is important to any scheme for frequency

management. Second, the most effective allocation of the

spectrum is so complex a technical, social and economic

problem that it requires centrali%ed coordination if

important interactions that accompany spectrum use are to
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be taken adeuately into account.. Thus, an additional prin.-

ciple of spectrum manacroment is that comprehensive coordjpr•. •

tion of all spectrum use is requ'ired under a continuinc,

framework of pub]ic administration.

B. Greater Consideration of Economic Factors is
Necessary •

Use of the spectrum should be subject to more direct

econcplic forces in the future rather than being treated as

a free right. It is of real economic value to the user

which should be fairly reflected in allocation of re-

source. Moreover, the government incurs significant ex-

penditures in managing the spectrum and making it avail-

able for use. The direct beneficiaries should be called

upon to boar a fair share of those costs.. Economic incen-

tives would also encourage users to apply their

skills toward more efficient spectrum use.

Since a full-scale market system would

innovaLive

entail poten-

tially serious problems, requiring further study as men-

tioned above, the means of bringing economic forces to bear

are somewhat limited. Of the approaches we have examinr,d,

the use of license fees which bear a reasonable relation

to the amount of spectrum used or potentially denied to
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othr users and to the demand for spectrum use within the

area is attractive.

Because of the difficulty of establishing an

schedule of fees which would fairly reflect relatiVe values

of spectrum use, at the outset they should be set at rela-

tively low levels, though in reasonable proportion to the

amount of spectrum use (e.g., bandidth, power, • and other

indicators).

This would serve several purposes: (a) provide a

source of revenues to cover the cost of an expanded spec-

trum mcna3ment service; (b) discourage use of the spectrum

by those whose needs or motivation are truly marginal; and

(c) provide a clearer indication, through .analysis of the

license applications, of the actual demand for spectrum

use as a function of service category, geographic location,

and fee schedule. Later, the fee schedule and service al-

locations could be adjusted periodically as a quasi-market

mechanism to reflect relative demands for spectrum use.

Before moving to this second stage, however, detailed

studies investigating the administrative feasibility and

the economic and social impact of an adjustable fee system

410 for spectrum licenses will be required.
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OLher direct economic incenti-ves may also be effec-

tive. For •e.,:Pple, the right to transfer licenses be-

tween useus should encourage increasing substitution or

higher for lower-valued uses. Under present practices,

transfers arc permitted only between users within a specific

sub- allocation (e.g., taxicab services). We find neither

technical nor oparational justification for most sub.

allocations within a given type of service (e.g., land

mobile) Therefore, consisUent'with other regulaLoTy

policy considerations, license transfer should be per-

mitted acioss as wide a range of users as is technically

and operationufly feasible.

Many trade-offs exist between equipment cost and

reduction in interference between users -- an especially

important factor in considering the needs of "clear channel"

use, as in commercial broadcasting and point-to-point ser-

vices, Caere very little interference can be tolerated.

Among other things, special equipment can be installed at

one antenna site to cancel certain kinds of interference

emanating from another site. Quite conceivably, the added

cost to the prospective user of reducing interference to the

existing user to a tolerably low level would be less than
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the social value gnined by com;erthe spectrum thouLh

greater F,I)Llii'd use. In such ccses, socieLy would 1)e.k:fiL

by permitting expanded shared use in co1,11-)Inz,L3_on with. a

procedure with which the cost of adding protection from

interference would be appropriately borne.

Therefore, we recoloqlond several steps to brin2,

stronger economic forces into play:

1. An improved schedule of fees for spectrum

licenses should be developed which reflects the extccit of

spectrum use (e.g., bandoidth, pow2r, service area, time

availability) and the level of demLnd for spectrum access.

And intensive studies should be conducted of other

to account for economic value, including adjustable license

fees, spectrum leasing, and taxation.

2. License privileges should be clearly stated

for each class of spectrum use (e.g., land mobile, radio

relay-, etc.) in terns of channel loading, interference

probability, service quality, and other appropriate factors.

3. Administrative procedures should be modified

to permit: greater transferability of licenses among legiti-

nate spectrum users within broad service classifications,

subject to all relevant conditions of the initial license,
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including the requi5:oent that all c.:....eIa-A7es or trimsar

be registered and approved by the spectrum management

authority.

Procedures should be developed whereby a

prospective spectrum user may obtain a license even though

this would represent a potential source of harmful inter-

ference to an established clear channel user, provided that

prior arrangements are concluded between all affected par-

ties, including adequate compensation or indemnification by

the ncw user.

C. Ccer-ter Attention to individual Spectrum Uses
Shou30 be Achiewd Thrnc -,h "Spectrum Enr-',iucor-
inr, aqd Related Technical Considerations_ _

In the previous section we dc;.;cribed steps for intro.

clueing stronger economic Incentives into the spectrum

management process. As a vital complement, continuing im-

provement will be needed in standards for the design and

operation of transmitters, receivers, and antennas. Indeed,

these standards will take on increased significance as de-

mand and technology advance. Technological advances affect-

ing spectrum use are so rapid that new, more efficient

systems often cost no more to use than facilities developed

in an earlier technological era. Only through continuing --
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but selective -- updating of teelcal slandi.ds (wiLh

propriate prGL:celion for past invest,-IonLs) are obsolete

equipment and operaLing practices likely to be abandoucid

as caxly as is justified in the overall natio,:ol interest.

The joint Technical Advisory Committee (JTAC) of the

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and

the Electronic industries Association (ETA) recently com-

pleted a study of t112 engineering problems associated with

spoet rum use. A source of much valuable information, this

study recuincnds a "next generation" approach to spciruN

engineering which focuses upon individual use laLher than

broadly applied standards. We agree with the basic prin-

ciple oT individualized planning and engineering of spec-

trum uses to achieve greater overall benefits from the

spectrum. Now.ever, an expanded program of spectrum en-

gincering would entail a cost for monitoring and for such

modifications as redesigned antennas and improved trans-

mission techniques to meet more stringent standards. This

cost could, at some point, exceed the value to society from

increased spectrum use.. Therefore, the spectrum engineer-

ing approach must be suitably modified to incorporate the

economic considerations treated above.
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Accordingly, we rcco11end that:

1. A more flexible approach to Spectrum m:-Iiin-

ment should be adoptcd, under which the National Table of

Frocue,Icy Allocotionsis transformed over time frciii a fixed

allocation by user category to a basic planni.rg guide by

service classification.

2. A comprehensive spectrum engineering c,

bility for individualized planning and engineering of

spectrum uses should be developed, charged with continuing

improvement in technical design and operating standards

411 for all transmitting and receiving equipment and other de-

vices that materially affect use of the spectrum.

V. THE ABOVE FINDINGS HICKLIMT TUE NEED FOR ACTIO
IN SELECTED PROBLEM —AREAS.

A. Land Mobile Radio Services

Present policy affecting the vnF and lower .unr region

of the spectrum (30-3000 Milz), that portion most useful for

mobile radio and broadcasting services, has generated widely-

voiced concern about the inadequacy of spectrum to meet

growing demand. We have already discussed the spiraling

demand for land mobile channels. Land mobilo groups cannot

fairly be asked to achieve more intensive use of presently
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allocated spectrum space while mojor blocks of spectrum

allocated to -- but unusable by -- IMF television b.).7ond-

casting lie idle, when - those spectrum resources could meet

land mobile needs without interferng with the present

operation7s or growth of television broadcasting. The FCC

has recently undertaken stops to mai;:e part of these unusable

spectrum bands available for land mobile use. This study

should be broadened to cover all unusable allocations

possible use by all services now experiencing spectrum

scarcity,

Additional spectrum

for

made available in this manner

should not, however, be employed Inefficient:1y by land

mobile fervices, for a new crisis could soon materialize.

More strinL;cnt )imitations on power, antenna height, modu-

lation, and other technical parameters; greater use of

common-user systems (including inter-station trunking when

appropriate); and more explicit and varied channel-loading

(i.e., time-sharing) criteria should be emphasized. User

license fees should fairly reflect the varying service

quality to be expected under difforent channel-loading

criteria, as an incentive to economize on spectrum use.
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• PUblfir c4-tfoty. C-0P

State and local public safety agencies uow obtajn

spectixim allocations froLo ihe FCC, in comigltition With

commorcial interests, whjle federal public safety uscys

(such as the National Guard , and the FM) have acces s to

the government spectrum allocations. This arrangement is

not conducive to sound spectrum management. This 

arrangeapviars to put local public safety forces at a dis-

advantaLe in obtaining frequency resources. Th:- use of

different hands hrzmporF, coordination of local and feclocll

forces during iw-dor civil disturbances. Our studios in-

dicate some federal spectrum allocations may be relatively

unused or lightly loaded in mnjwr metropolitan aren(,; in

many cases public safety users my be the best group to

share these allocations.

AL the same time, State and local public safety

users should seek more efficient spectrum use and improved

coordination. Establishing improved operating standards to

provide greater sharing among public safety users, and the

adoption of common-user Systems wherever practical, should .

be a continuing goal.
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C. Television Broadcastin

The basic allocation of spectrum for television

broadcasting coves a large krt. (492 . M112; or 507,) of .the

entire spectrum range between 30 and 1000 . 11x -- the most

useful frequency range for many broadcast and mobile com-

munications services. As discussed more fully in our

chapter on broadcasting, the existing allotment plan for

television has reserved spectrum in that range for ex-

tensive additional growth in the number of over-the-air

. UHF-TV stations. For example, there are 84 assignable

commercial UflF-TV channcls in the top 100 mrkets which

remain unapplied for. Continuing review by the FCC of the

need for these assignable channels by the television in-

dustry is warranted. In the meantime, non-interfering use

by oLher services of spectrum lying within the overall

television broadcast allocaCion may be possible on a city-

by-city basis, without reducing the number of assigpable

UHF-TV channels.

Taking a longer view, as other television distribution

modes become. available, it may be appropriate to reconsider

the need in some geographic areas for broadcasting -in the

UHF spectrum bands. The technical and economic feasibiHty
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of providing television broadcasting in other frequency

bands (prracular)y highr frecluoncies \there vulti-chonnol

broadcast capzibilities would he Possible with greater

prospects for geographic re-use) and oF employing narrower

bandwidths for television broader,sting to conserve spec-

trum should both be the subject: of federal R&D in support

of spectrum management.

D. Microwave Services (1000-10 000 nix)

This region of the spet:rum is generally useful for

. line-of• sight transmission. It is used mainly for various

410 radar and radio-mwigation services, point-to-point radio

relay, and .communication. satellite services.

For radio relay systems several possibilities cy.ist

for more efficient spectrum use. Some of those are already

being ImplemonLed (particularly by the domestic common

carriers) Included are: use of new antenna designs thjch

improvp directivity and suppress undesired radiatioll, use

of modulation techniques offering higher resistance to the

effects of undesired radiation (noise and interference) and

use of multiple, geographically separated sites (space

diveniity) for similar purposes. Those steps should be
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4111 The situction in ss,alicz uybrn cepteLs should 1)r2 no 3.fe

restrictiv:2 than this, and liely ]p.ich less so.

A major uncertainty in thy developut of econo:tical

domestic satellii-e communications concerns the amount of

suitable spectrum resources available for these services.

Therefore, a thorough reevaluation should be undertal:en of

various alternatives for satellite/terrestrial sharing of

spectrum bands below 10,000 nif.z, including analyses of

relative costs and benefits of those alterllatives to both

satellite and terrestrial systems. Spectral sharing be-

•

•

twvc,n satellite and terestrial systems adds a significant

third spatial dimension to spcctrum use, resulting not in

a division of available communications czwbiljty but

a net increase in overall communications capability.

The benefits of this net gain must be carefully weighed

against any loss in service quality or reliability which

might result from potential interference between such uses.

Finally, there is the question of spectrum and orbital

sharing among satellite systems themselves. Four major

spectrum bands (and several minor ones) below 10,000 i111%

are allocated to satellite use on a shared basis with radio

relay services. The 7 and 8 G1J-4. bands arc authorized in
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the U.S. for govern,Alont use on an interim basis,

the 4 and 6 Cilz bands have bccu similarly designated for

non-govc'rniqmt uses. There are various possibilities for

more ofELcient sharing of these oflocaiions alaongovcrn-

ment and non-governmont uses, Including the use of orbital

location, and/or reverse spectrum assignments to avoid in-

ter-system interfecenee. For c=mple, one system miLht use

specific allocations in one direction (e.g., 6 or 8 Cliv, uplink

and /I or 7 CHz downlifil0; vhIle another system used these

settle allocations in reverse directions (i.e., 6 or 7 ClIz

uplink, 6 or 8 GHz downlink). Such possibilities ilterit

thorough cvaluaLion, since they ploy also increase the total

communications capacity from a particular frocluency raq3e.

E. Millimeter ?ave Serviccss (above 19,000

The potential communications capacity of the spectrum

regions above 10,000 Mih.L greatly exceeds the capacity of

thc 1ov7or bands, but their use is restricted by their

fundamental propagation characteristics and by a lack of

reliable, economic equipment at the present time. Some

have nonetheless suggested that: segments of this spectrum

range should be used for domestic satellite service on an
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. exclusive basis, as a way to avoid interference be.tween

satellite and terrestrial 'systes. However, satellite

communications equipment capable of using these spectrum

bands has not yet been developed, and energy losses due

Lu atmospliol:ic rbsorption -- known to be a facLor of in-

creasing importance as operations are extended above

30,000 1111'4 -- may render the use of these bands con-

siderably less economical than those 1)elo,.,7 10,000 1.111z

for some services. This could be a particularly severc

.problem for satellite services which penetrate the at-

mosphei-e and require continuous coverage

such as television distribution, and mobilo servicet,.

Eotwithstanding these difficulties, potential]y

attractive applications for use of the millimeter wave

bands may arise, not only for satellites but: also for ter-

restrial radio relay systems, multiple-channel t6levision

broadcasting and distribution, and mobile radio services.

We currently lack an adequate base of technical,

economic, and operational data to plan the optimum use

of these bands. Domestic allocation of those bando on
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an excluL3ivo basis to0u could we41 foreclose al- trc-.ctive

options LI)ich cannot noa be Ocvately foresecu.

F. Scientific lines of the Sr)ect.ru:1

Throughout th2 clectrorliague.Lic spectrum there PCO

frequency bands of particular value for scientific re-

seztrch. Radio astronomy, for exa-lip1o, includes observa-

tions 5n the vicinity of characteristic emission and ab-

sorption frequencies for CJ: tam highly ;;Lnif.i.cant atonz

and molecules x/hich may be found djsp:.,rsed regions

.of the spectluo. Such res(Trch involves pass )VC monitnrin3

of very low signal levels and requires essentially cicP,r-

channel operation free from man. made interference. no:0-

over, scionLific research is required in some small fraction

of every major frequency band (e.g., Ur, VHF, trilF and so on)

to evaluate the propagation characteristics in these bands.

The policy of providing reasonable interference pi:ot-cction

for appropriate requirements of research -- particularly

in those geographical areas where such research is conducted

is clearly in the public interest and should be continued,
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El..1MCED CAPAM,ITiFS AO A nismucTimiaGvi.
RESPMSnILM AND or i A"P,

ahe chalic.nus we foresee and the goals we have

suggcsted.domand a vigorous, fleible administrative

mechanism, emphasizing productive use -- not restrictive

conservation -- of the spe,ctrum. The spectrum shouJd be

managed as the valuable resource it is, instead of being

relegated In imi)ortance to a brorld range of regulatory

and other policy interests. In particular, the spectrum

management function shoi.ild not be used as a convenient.

regulato,-y tool in tho pursuit of a variety of objectives

other amn achicving th(, wnx:Imum social and economic

benefit from spect.cum uses.

Reform is required in "block" allocations, in

developing more objective criteria for apportionment of

spectrum resources, in dividing spectrum resourcqs between

government and non "government uc3es, in conducting a co-

ordinated program of MD designed to produce betteriuse

both intensively and etensively of spccLrum resources,

and in reducing non-produc fq,-.„ve spectrum waste. Such reform

•.
should embody greater reliance on economic incentives, as well

as improved engineering and should include more

and comprehensive administrative procedui.es.
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We doubt the feasibility of such a program within the

existing institutional framework of divided responsibility

for spectrum management. We are persuaded that a single

spectrum manager must be established within the Executive

Branch if significant improvement in management is to be

achieved.

The weakness of past management practices is evidenced

by the large amount of usable spectrum lying fallow under

the present scheme of exclusie nationwide allocation of

bands of frequencies to specific user categories. As the

relative disparity of uses varies between different geo-

graphic areas, waste results. With a single manager trying

to maximize the use-value of the spectrum, this condition

would be less likely to exist under the pressure of growing

demand.

While at one time there may have been reason to

separate the management of that portion of the spectrum

assigned to the Federal Government from that used by all

others, the present and future environment of scarcity dictates

a different approach. The fact that a certain frequency

band has been assigned to the Federal Government -- or to a

particular non-government user category -- is no reason to leave
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it unu,_.‹.1 in E;,,o,,,;:,pu:_c areas wIL:e it way be prodof.VivsAy

employed.

In nddii;_on to geovLphic location, other factocs

can bc.: enlisted to achieve wultiple ii se of spectru.,1

example: time sha):Ing, antenna directivity, variation of

tolerable interference levels among different service;, and

more can, under proper management, be usefully explo:-ed.

Undei the veisht of increarTI1L OctE,ani.;, spciYu71

wrinagen,nt will incKeosingly become move comple:,z. To

keep pace, thr mnnager must constantly exert effort neZ: only

to improve c;,isting tools, but to develop new ones along

the linos discur,sed above. Separate government and civil

managewnt rcsponsibilites are likely to blunt the efroetive-

ness of this effort.

Every significant study of the spectrum problem in the

past several years has emphasized that the Federal C

went door, not have adeqw,tc technical and cconom:7e in2omt tion

on whi.ch to base valid judgments affecting allocatiun and utill

zation of the spectrum. The adequacy of institutional

arrangem•Dots to assu:;:e continuing availability of such

inforwaLion has been frequently questioned.
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There is presently no single government program for

comprehensive planning and coordination of spectrum uses at

the local level, although. the FCC and DTM have recently pro-

posed a pilot project of this type for the Los Angeles area. */

Moreover, available reources and present levels of personnel

render any attempt at such a large-scale program wholly

impracticable. The economic, engineering, and administrative

reforms discussed above will require in the near future a sub-

stantial increase in resources and capabilities, whatever the

organizational structure. Unified action is necessary

particularly in establishing a common data base for radio

frequency management and in developing standardized manage-

ment techniques.

The longer the present management structure remains,

the greater the likelihood that considerable duplication

and inefficiency will result. Establishing a single manager

should reduce these problems significantly: It would

facilitate establishment of (a) common data collection

programs, (b) common bases for projecting demands and

*1 The FCC and the DTM would establish joint field offices
in the Los Angeles area, with computer support at their
central offices, to investigate the feasibility of
applying improved engineering techniques rather than
block allocations in making certain frequency assign-
ments.
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s,,rvices and fol: dewloping, and enfw:Ciri

equipmnt and ojcra EJ:anc7,ards, (e) a single

engineering capability for both governmnt and non-gov?nm:2nt

uses, and (d) a consistent system of priorities der.ived from

a cOm..mon bac.

Iv single management wou]d also facilitate the inLro-

duction of flexible administrative procedures -- including

a reduction in the number of lengthy proceedings and inter-

ageney negotiations -- essential to effective managnt

with rapid accomcDodation to individual needs, and co-

oY:dination of interacting uses of the spnetruM.

A consolidation would inake possible more effiei:2nt

use of technical and annlytjc capal)Ilitics now fraged

among various offices. It would provide a fram,?.work for

coordination and a strengthened, Mission-oriented approach

to spectrum research now carried out in certain govern-

mant labol:atories. It would also provida a focal point for

coordination with industrial and academie research activi-

ties. This should lead to an improved capability for establish-

ing and enforcing the technical standards and licensing

requirements needed to prevent harmful interference among
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, spc.:ctrum users, and for conducti.nL; the necessa]:y long-

range studies in spectrum mnnngement recended

Unification of sectrum ma!2lagemcnt within the.

Exo.cutivo.,BK.anch would also relieve the FCC of comple>:

managerial tasks which (subject to qualifications noted

below) necd not be tied to its regulatory responsibilities.

it would subject federal usage claims to scrutiny by an

agency charged also with protecting non-fc-dcrL1 interevLs

in spectl:up). use. It would euhaee the ability to plan and

Presidential coniTol of cohlinuuications in tjr-s

of naLion,A eme;:goncy, which today handicapp:..d by

divjded responsibility. And it would provide more effective

U.S. participation in international teleconnunication

conferences and related activities.

In sum, vo see substantial benefits on all sides from

consolidated spectrum managm -mt functions. The manage-

ment structure and operations would bcnefit by eliminating

duplicate offices, personnel, research facilities, data

collection and analysis facilities, and other resources;

this increased efficiency would result in more comprehenriv:,

and sorely needed mlnagement capabilities. Private users would

benefit from this improved mrInagem2nt capability,

•
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more sp2ctrum ref:ourccs could be 1,,vd: evallble with;:rt

viltually every caer, of use. Covenm:-2nt: users wo.Ad

likeoD,e ben:_:at in those avez, where their needs aro

greatest, and should incur little or no loss in comaini-

cations capability in any area. Finally, the public viould

benefit from the increased spec trum resources made a_til-

able for both public and privnte use, in terms of adOed

services and/or reduced rates,

One argumnt advanced against: unification is thclU

an acency such as the DepaiimJnt of Defense, given its

vital role of natioll E,ecuLity, should not br-2 subordiu:Ited

to a sepa2nLe authority dealihg with both public and p:-Ivate

claimintt, for spectrum. But the nntional Lecurity of the

U.S. depends on many resources other than spectrum.

Government: agencies experience little difficulty obtaining

other resources through normal procedures, yhoVhcr by

purchase or expropriation. There is no reason to suppose

that acquisition of spectruLa rights would pose any greater

difficulty.

It has also been suggested that unification of spectrutil

utanngem2nt would encroach upon the FCC's exercise of regula-

tory responsibiJiLies in .broadcasting and cotc,,non carrier
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service. This argument is 1redic,7ited ori thc notion that

spetrutc[ allGcation and asigunt 15 a fundau2nLal

det(!rminnnt: of the structure.o,nd'performInce of thePe

sector, and therefore cannot be separaLed. from FCC's

brodcnst licensing nnd common carrier regulatory role.

However, after careful analysis, we have concluded that

this cocern is not well founded.

The FCC's responsibilitie in t1i0 field of broad-

casting, such as determining the proper number, location,

and qualifications of broadcast entities and regulating •

their operation, arc: quite distil:let from responsibilities

for ronnnsing use of the spectrum. While policies undc!r-

lying these functions my occasionnlly conflict or overlap,

the crucial fact is they represent distinctly separate

activities which can properly be p'erformd by different

agencies.

An Executive Branch spectrum manager and the FCC

should encounter no major obstacles in working out

together (under the watchful eye of Congress) any needed

changes in the existing broadcast station allotment plan

-4 cm, _ • J Part 7`)60(

*/
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uhich would approprtely refle'cI the objectives o -f bo'ch

agencies. have no reaun to c:.;:pect that disagecm.lant

would frequently arise .on the iced for such changes given

(a) the present stage of broadcast developmcnt, (h). the

present sEation allotment: plan (essentially unchanged for

over 15 years, (c) the recognition by the FCC in recent

proceeding2 of the potential benefits of releasing certain

unused poihions of the UHF broadcast 1mnd to other c,ervices,

and (d) the unlnely proqpoct or any wijor modificalions
to the e>:isting allotment plan in the nf,!ar term. The

Co mission would continue to license broadcast stations,

according to the cx5E,Ling sLalion cinotul.P_Tit plan.

Infrequently, conflict might: arise between two

broad policy interests, e.g., between national security

and promotion of broadcasting or between broadcasting

policy and efficient spectrum use. */ The legislation

establishing a single spectrum manager could provide

* / Such El conflict, in theory, already exists under the
present division, and might well Prise lyztween any
two agencies charged with mandates which at EiOalr2 point
interrelate.
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suil:able guidance for such eventualities. For exall- 1,1,

it could make clear that thc uiwlnagr coordinritc

questions transcending odinory consideraLios of efficient

spectrum use with other appropriate agencies of governm:yat.

And in the infrequent instances where irrecocilable

conflict: based on the interplay betwecn such broad mandates

did arise, it seems only propr that the compeCirtg conidera-

dons be brought to Congressional attention.

Similarly, accommodation betccn FCC responsibilities

and.those.of the spectrum mnager secis fewL.ible in the

area of ccIrmon carrier services, where con2idc.n7ations

relevant to the grant of frequencies are more techitical

and economic -- in contrast to th range of sensitiv

and heavily value-oriented issues involved in broadcasting.

The division of responsibility for allocating a resource among

claimlnts, and fo.z regulating the behavior of in an

industry, has worked successfully in other areas. There

seems little .reason to expect a significant divergence in this

area between the objectives of the FCC and the spectrum*

winner. In developing the stntuLoyy fraumwork for an

improved spectrum managelo,cni: authority, appl7oprinte
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provisions should be incol:poated to ensuEe that (a) in thc,.

case of the eomon carrie:cs, proposed inve&tints in facili-

ties would requfre FCC approvnl oa regulatou groun, Lnd

(b)

USe

in the case of private applicants for licenses,. the vopose0

would have to be consistent with FCC regultory rules

relatinL to competition with col-cton carrie): services. . What-

ever tha statutory mcchanisciA chosen, a Colrlmission decision

• based on regulatory grounds would have full effect, e>:artly

as undci today's procedues.

With respect to CC5 usunlly outside the scoN! of

FCC regulation of broadcasting and cmm.on carrier

services, e.g., safety and special scJ:vices, social

values as well as technical and ecollordic conFide.T:ation.s

raay be involved in dcterminin spectrum use. However,

unlike the broadcasting and comnIon carrier fields, no

special considerations require that responsibility for mnking

such determinations be lodged in the Commission.

As a final consideration, ve note that the Commission

is headed by seven Commissioners and operates as an

independent agency with quasi,judicial procedures -- quite

appropriate in Tiew of the important and sensitive judgments
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to support its sp2etrum pinning, 111..1gint:, and co-

ordination refTonibiiftie:; as dc-ribei in this Ropx:t.

3. The agency should: (a) deLermine and

continually update the division of spoctum among virious

classes of users, and administer its use on the basis of

detailed playming and engineering at local and naLional

levels; (b) establish and enforce technical standavds

applicable to all transitting and receiving equipnt and

othr devices that isoterially affect the use of specLyum;

(c) coordinate fedoal W,1-.) activities oriented towa::0

410 speetrut 4inngemnnt: and use, e..7:cept those directed to

•

fulfill a specific mission of another agency; and (0)

edministc!r any user fee systems now existing or later

establir,hed.

4. In the interim, to moot existing .spectrum

management problems and to prepare for the future;

implcmc!nt.resources should be provided to begin effectively to.

the general and specific recommendations of this repo,
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policy.objetives and a new apprc.ch to spectrum
maungemnt should adopted .--

A. AS A BASIC CUIDMIE, WE srouLD Si= TIIAT COBIATION
OF SPECTI.ZU USES WHICH OFFE NAX.Iiv:OM SOCIAL Ala)
ECMMIC CONTRIBUTIO TO THE NATICMAL WELFARE AIM
SECURITY.

Accordingly, the following pyinciples emerge:

1. We should seek the continuing substitution of
higher valued sp2ctrum uses for lower valued
uses and the addition of uses whose net. effect 5.s
to increase ove11 benefits, with due conc,idera-
tion of all imbdded capital investa:!nts.

2. Unused spctrum res=ces should be employed
to meet any legitimite need provided that
does not cause ecessive interference to c!.ist-
ing uses, conforie,; with estnblished standyds
and intern,71tional at;reements, and does not
interfere with estriblished plans for higher
valued uses.

3 Comprehensive com7dination of all spectrum use
is required, under a continuing framework of
public administration.

B. GREATER CONSIDERATIOA OF ECW0'.4IC FACTORS IS EXESSARY

1. An improved schedule of fees for speetrum.Jicenses
should be developed, which reflects the extcnt of
spectrum use (e.g., bandwidth, power, service area,
time availability) and the level of demand for
Spectrum rights. And intensive studies should
be conducted of other m2nns to account for
economic value, including adjustable license
fees, spectrum lensing, and taxation.
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2. License privileges should clr.arly be stz.4tPd
for eF:ch class of f.pectrum use (c.g., lnnd
mobile, radio relay, etc.), in teJ:ms of
interference probLbility, elvInnel loading,
service quality, and oLher appropriate facLor.

Summary --

3. Administrative procedures should be modified
to permit greater transferability of licenses
among leTitimate spectrum users within broad
service classifications, subject to all relevant
conditions of the initial license, including the
requirement that all exchanges or transfers be
registerd and approved by the spectrum tnnage-
ment authority.

4. Procedurns should be developed whereby a pros-
pective spectrum user may obtain a license
even though this would represent a potentic,11
source of harmful interference to an establihed
clear channel user, provided tht. prior arr,7n-
ments eie concluded between all affected pfrtics,
including adcquate compenation or indemnification
by the new user.

C. GREATER ATTENION TC) lEDIIDUAL SPECTRUM USES SHOULD
BE ACHIEVED =OUCH "SPECTRUN ENGINEERING" AND
RELATED TECTINICAL CONSIDERATIOS

1. A more flexible approach to spectrum mabagem2nt
should be adopted, under uhich the National
Table of Frequency Allocations is transformed
Over time from a fi)zed allocation by user cate-
gory to a basic planning guide by service
classification .

2. A comprehensive spectrum engineering capability
for individualized planning and engineering of
spectrum uses should be developed, charged with
continuing improvc..m_mt in technical design and
operating standards for a3] transmittinu, and
receiving oquipm2nt,ancl other devjcos that
materially affect spectru-11 use.
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F.:ZniYr,CED (.12.LITTfls A A R.Eucarci..
RESPOSIIJLITY. A I-- ARE RI,..L:HnD

1. Legislation . should colisieced which wol.Ild
vest in an Executive trz:Inch e.c):1?,y ove5:11.
responsibility for ens1.1rin3 of sper.q ..cum
use for 11 government and nort-goverat usc,:s;
this legislation should contLin approprinc
guidE,nce as to coordination requived betocen
the spectrum manager and the :KC in areas of
mutual interest and concern.

2. The agency should be given tha resources -i.leded
to develop a stronz inte-zdisciplinary
embracing technical, econmic, social, an legal
skills,, to suppoit i.ts spectrum planning, 1,1.,.i.nage-
ment, and coordina.tion responsibilities as
described in this Report.

3. In particul,q.r, the aguney should: (n) de Lcxiine
and continually; update the division of spoctruia
amonz various cl,-_isse.s of users, c:od
its use on the basis of detoilcd plannin and
eng.1ncerhLg, at local Lnd nat!toilal levcls; (b)
estblish and enforce technical standard5
applicable to all transmittir and receivii)E;
equipzaent, and.other devices niaterially
affect .spectrum use; (c) coordinate redr:L1 R&D
activities oriented tmTard spectrum manclgc.ident-
and use, except those directed to fulfill a
specific mission of another agency; aild (d)
administer any user fee systcm now existing or
later established.

In the interim, to meet existing spectrum
management problems and to prepare for th,2.
future, resources should be provided to
begin effect:IA/01y to impiemnt the geilerca
and specific recommendations of this report.

E. SPECIFIC RECOMENDATIONS IN SELECTED PROBLEN AREAS

1. Land Mobile. Radio Services
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a. La)10 mobile rLdio.seivices should be
authoried to use spectrum ):esources
now within the nntioll 1:1.o t:tons
for UOF television brodenc,tig uhich
uniAsble by television, stations undcr
present TV station, allotment plans; sub-
ject to operting criteria which will
avoid harmful inteference to televis
broadcasting on adjLeent channels or in
adjacent geographic areas.

b. Equipmant and operating standards should
be cstablished for engineering future land
mobilo services to pexmit closer spaci •
of base stations siviring the sama- frevncy
assignmmt: the use of multi-channel rz-- dio
equipment should be encouraged wherever this
would economically provide more efficient
spectrOm use.

c. Developnt and use of cuirilon-usr and.
common-carrier nbile racUo systloms --
including those cmployig wire-line ti:uni:ing
•betwecn. individual base stations -- should
be e.,Acournged, particulc!rly for users with
intermittent service requirem.(mts.

d. A range of channel 3oading criteria should
be established to encourage effective .
frequency sharing among complemc,.ntry uses
and to provide a satisfactory and well
defined quality of service to each User.

e. The sub-allocation of land mobile spectrum
bands by user class should be substantially
discontinued. Any remaining sub-allocations
should be flexibly administered within each
geographic area.

f. Procedures should be established whereby
members of :the general public. now rpstricted
to the Citiens Radio classification may be
licensed to use certain land mobile spc!ctrum
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resources subject to *c..CL.plice with.
reasonabl technic.al ope):ating
S ti ds and appropiate cimnc“?1-
loo.ding eriteri.

2. Public S3feLy Radio Services.

a. The public safety radio services should
be incoipm:aLed into the government
spectrum allocation and managemnt
framork.

b. Operating standards requiring greater
tim and geouaphic frecluncy sharing
among public safety agoncies should
established.

c. Dove lop of coron-user mobile radio
systems for public safety services should
be encouraged.

410 3. Television Dr0,7:dcasting.

•

a. Spectrum resources prcson allocated
for broadcasting which arc ununable for
that purpose_ und2v oKisLI:ng .station
allotment plans should be mnde availablc
for land mobile and other uss.

b. Studies of improved techniques for tele
brondcantin should be carried out

on a continuing 1)a5s, with respect to
alternative distribution methods, ch-nnel
banduidth reductions, and reduction in
total spectrum allocations.

4. Microwave Services (1000 - 10,000 N7.31z).

a. Improved operating standards (e .E-„,
modulation, antenna directivity, space
diversity, etc.) should be establiLihed
to achieve greater spectrum reuse and
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intel:ferelice proteeion betwcen to3:restrj.al
facilitic!s sat!!.e frequeacy

b. . The criteria for ratellitqtcrrestrial sh;::ring
Of n11 spet):um allocations below 10,000 -f•Lf2:;
should be re-evaluated, giving clue considera-
tion to the significant technical diUez:ences
between dowestic and international sntellite
systems and to itil;-?rovem2ut in technical data
since the existin criteria were est:ibli!,Thcd,

c. Experim2ntal programs should be conducted
to ascertain the pi:obability of intevferenee
betwen satellite earth stations'and tcrrc!strial
radio relay stations, in shared freciuncy bands
below 10,000 1.11.1z.

O. ImprovCd criLe:i:la and coordination im)cedues
should be d2voloped :Foy! efficient siring of
spectrum nliocations and orbital 10catio
among dolitic and inte)rnatic:Inl satelliLe
systems, both gow!?:ctnt: and no-govcnciiat.

5. Millimeter Wave 11nds (above 10,0001.",'

a. Continuing reseclY.ch and develont activities
needed to bring about effective. and efficient
use of these spectrum bands should be
encouraged, through Federal PJ.71) programs
and flexible policies with regard to the
potential u2es of those bands.

b. E>:isting dome&tie allocations of all willi-
woter-wave bands should be reviewed to
determine the feasibility of inter-service
sharing of these bands as an alternntive to
exclusive domestic aflocations to crtellito
and terrestrial sovvice.
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. CflAPTER

THE ROLES THE FEDERAL GOVERMENT
IN TELECU:VMCATIOS

INTRODUCTION

This report has explored issues of nntional commu-

nications policy in a variety of settins. And our

conclusions and rocomm&.ndations cmbrace a wide range

of actions. A fe:\7 imply no ch4qnge in the existing

structure or activities of governent in the teleeou-

nieations field; e.g., MIT suzgesLion that tcleproces5:ing

remain a non-roulated activity. Others explicitly

entail organizaLional changer3; e.g., a unification of

the spectrum-mallaement functions now performed separately

by the Director of TeleconicatiOnS Nanagement and

the Federal Communications Comaiission.

strongly imply the need

SLIM_ others

for governnle.nt to improve its

capabilities; e.g., the recommendation for the formation

of a single U.S. international transmission entity

subject to informed public regulation.
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Specific orniztionrJ recond,:itions are bc..yolld

the scope of this report. We attempt, rather, to ide;-Itify

the implications of our policy 'recommendations for the

role and cencyal structuxe of the federal establishioent,

and thereby to furnish a new and useful perspective on

our conclusions in specific substantive areas. In sum,

we ask the questions: What are the aForopriaLc roles of

the federal government-. in relation to telecmKnunicaL7ions?

And to vthat extent do our policy recont:yindz.ttions call for

chanLes in present fedora). activities?

TnDITIMPILY, COVITNT HAS TflLY,CO=T411 CATIONS raINARILy AS A 11,-jir-..•O'J'a
THAN A FOCUS PnLIC THE'R-

SULT flAS EV0 TIM POLICY FAS LVOLVLD AS A PATC-
VOI.:K OF L.E4ITM), LARGnY AD EOC USPONSES TO
SPECIFIC ISSUS, RATnR THAN A COHli;SIVE FRA
WMK FOR PLANNING, GOVEPMNT 0a(7ANIZATION
TUE POR:ULATION AND INPLENTATTON 0"1.;' COUiaCA-
TIONS POLICIES REFLECTS THIS EVOLUTION

A. Early Covernt Involvement in Teledomunica-
tIons Often Tnvolved Ad Moe Rer;pos,:,s to
Individual Problel:a as They Al)peared

The federal government's involvement in teleco.,1Duni-

cations dates back to the earliest days of telegraphy in
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the mid-nineteenn century, when the rot. Office p:covided

the first comilercial telegraph se.rvice. Until thc, tua:n of

the century, hover, the governent concerned itself with

the industry only sporadically. .Two steps taken early

this century soon proved to be in‘adequate.

The Mann .-Elkins Act .of 1910 gave jurisdiction over

interstte and foreign telephone and telegraph service to

the Interstate Commerce CowAssion. The Commission soon

found that it could not devote sufficleni: attention to

what vas rapidly hcccuinr a major industry. The R ,10

411 Act of 1912, passed in part. to protect certain radio fre-

•

quencles for govormenUal use, proved unr1)3c, in ILs sinplc

scheme to cope with the problems caused ill 192n 's by

a tremendous grm7th in dc-1-ild For radio co,thl,/nicaties fro:,

both government and non-government users.

In 3922, the Secretary of Commerce formed the Inter-

department Radio Advisory Comalittee (IRAC), composed of

representatives from the various federal agencies that used

radio communications, to al. locate frequencies among the

.egencies in order to proven harmful interference. In

1927, Congress established a five-me,ther Federal Rfldio

Co,lirtAssion elrpc ,,red to clssjiy, licons-_! and re,ulr,ta

•
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non-gavcrfiont .!.t.c,ti.ons to prevc.nt -.1terf,2:ronce

them.

B. Fc t b,,
tions Lot of 1934 /Cithou21t Conlhi.nc,

, ,
)1rondostin and uomo!-I
runetionEl Rnwins LiJnjL,:d

The Col-unicationc A't' of 1934 cceat-ed a

seven-PrIn Federal Comwunications Caclission as au .ipr-!pondenL.

agency with th3 ove5: con,monicatlo,lc car-

riers tIlt the nonn-Lni_n Act Itel .vc,ted In the Inc, r$,Lato

an0 th2 poc,..rs over Yhr1:0

COOIDWILICJit:_011S thot the Fec121.cl h(r.!

joy,--d. But SOC w.ps in

Six, later to create pio:-)3- ns: c=.;38

not iequired to obtain Co.PtalsL,Ino 1):-,sslon to roft&c nc.%7

c0pital or to 1.110%o additious to plant, oth:_rr than thc ce,l•-

mun5caLjons lines thcTzelves; the Commission was given no

direct authority over procurem(.ut of coi1,mo,1icat5ons cqui.p-

ment or facilities by regulated carriers, over their af-

filiations with manufacturcrs of such cquilent, or °vet

inLer-cavrier colLtrrets; nor uPs L gLven cuthul:ity to

approve mergers or col-isolidarions of internat.:Tonal te12-

phone or telczi,:i carrjers, should they be needed. The
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advent of cable television nT:Id compui.:ers, 11.1.oroov,

problems on•whieh the Act:provided little guidance.

The 1934 Act vested the ra: with socp::..nL-,

(more fully described in. ChrIpter Eight) over use of the

radio spectrum by all entities (including state and local

goveromr2:11t) other than the federal governme.nt, plus some

specific powers over broctdcasters -- e.g., equal time for

politic,:q candidates. hithority to assign frequcacir2:s to

federal agencies, however, r(-,a-5.7.1d with thr,

And -no a:-.,.,ency was clopoored to resolve conflicts 11c.t..,

federal and non-fderal use of Cie. speetruil or to oi:,Limi%c

their combined uses.

Finally, the Comunicai.:ions Act of 1.934 evinced little

recognition of a federal role in communications beyod the

duties assigned the FCC. Thus, consonant with the vie,w of

communications as primarily a. gove3Alme11t mission'-suppoi:t

function, no agency was created to administer federal

spectrum use, to coordinate federal research and develop-

ment in telecommunications or the prourement of cmimmi-

.cations services and eqnipro.on.t by federal agencies, or
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othenJi.,-;e to act as a foe.i-J point for Cho Executive Jich

. interest in ti ,?. comT:uni.catol-fs fic1d.

C. Thc. Post World Wav IT Period Isis Peen C
terized by the Gro.:•:/th of ComiTiunierL t ioni;
tivities and a Series of N.rra.;...Jy
Studies and Limited Orcaniatiol

Thase deficiencies became increasingly conspicuous

with the enormous growth in the variety, complexjty and

use of telecommunications during and after World War II.

In 1950, Presidnt Truman launched the first of a long

and continuing series of internal studies of goveromnt

organiza:ci_on in the tolecaaounic:Atioils field. This study

led in Octobr 1951 to the c:ceatio-41 by executive ora: of

a Teleconications Advisor to th,. Presidant, c1i..1:scid with

assisting the President on telccoll,vliunicaEions policy and

with assigning radio frequencies to federal.agcmcies. IRAC,

although formally relegated to an advisory role,, continued

to play a principal role in the assignment process.

In November 1958, the government's role in managing

its own telecomiilunications facilities and in frequency

allocation once again served as the focus of study. A

special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications was
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conve-ciod by the Director of the Office of Civil

1]bbi1i%ntion, who then had the funetio of the Office of

Teleeounicati.ons Advisor by Presidentii delegation.

T12 Committee concluded th.at the crec,tion of a Telcommuni-

cations Board in the Executive Office wouTO Lelp the

President to meet these responsibilities. A proposal to

set up a fivr—iii:Jmlicr Special Toleccm,nunications

submitted to CopL]oss in flnrc1I.1959, failod to obtain final

approvol.

A task force appointed by Prosiec,nt-elect Kennedy in

1960 called attention to the z..17s:.,ncle of c..p.-1-

bility for lonc7,-rcngc roa coLTrehcnsive policy-makinj; in

the toJecoJtIpunieetions area, enJ reconded transfer of

all OCILI teicconications po%:,:-.rs to a ncv Office fnr

Coordination and II7Jvelopment of Communications Policy with-

in the Executive Branch. But the only orbanizational c1ian2,e

actually implem2nted was more limited in scope. By 13-zecu-

tive Order 10995, President Kennedy in February 1.962 es-

tablished the position of Diaect-or of Teleconiunications

Management (DT'A), to be hold by an Assistant Director of

the Office of Emergency Planning, successor to OCD14.



ihe Pl-esid'Hit nu:Ln] Lty o\-,r govcit

freciu:ncy ]. J.oci:.ons to th-_, D:!rectnc of OLP,

him to re-del -,,atc it, which to ti'„' M14. The

Piesid. also dolegaird to t')e DTfl crrtL,in Presidentizl

emergney rc!sponsibiliLic, uwier S:-et.ion 606 of the Co:1-,-

municctions Act. In addAtion, the DIas ch:- vged

coo:zOinatinL; government teleco.ilmunications policies z-nd,

in his fulth.c :Iole as Spc!cial AssistauL to th:? President

for Teleeo -.1nicatjons, with odvising 01? Prt,sid2ut on

In con ,.?cLiolL with the rii Sat(.115t,e !rt.

of 1962, a nu: of svc2c5fic fcnctiolls dralin3 wit 1-1

cild'coord5natloi-i werc- isii.c1 to the Pros;d..2.it,.

Not: of thesc- functions i0erc 0,f!legried to the 1.):L1, ul;c,.!pt

for thr foreign relations aspects, which the Prvsid:2L1L

assigned to the DzTartment of Stat-e. The FCC was 5nvestcd

with broad regulatory jurisdiction, paLtelard on its

.authority over existing communications common carriers.

The Satellite Act also lodged certain functions in NASA,

principally technical assistance to, and .cooperation with,

Comsft, and the provision of launch. services. .This assign-

ment urtdersco:ced 0h:2! role of the fedol-al govornmcnit as a
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. prolllinent sou-ccc, of eol=DicLt.1..ons '11). Not only was tlle

satrAlititself a spillo from tii rocet work of NASA

and the Dz!fense D3pnr.tmcnt, but - both. aoneies are a]. :o

enga3ed in etensive research and de.volopment into spcific

comuniepii.ons ppplicadons of space technology. Defensc

as also supported a variety of other research and develop-

- ment projects in comunicntions, and the D:-.paitment of

Co=erce has for ya-i7s maintained severz.11 laboratories in

•

which research into radio coilicrioa is comluct-ed,

perfornce of govc2Ini,ont co:cich.un5.cr-

tions syst,!lis cYisis prolrpt-r0 a

Scciirit:y Council invesLigatioll h:,,(1.-,d by the 1)2puLy Uncle('

Secrrtpcy of State for Adininstratjou, W1135z-m H. Orajc*, Jr.

As a result:. of that. investisntion, the Presid,_,ni- in 1963

estahlishod the NaLlolial Couniec,tions System to facilitate

the interconnection of thL: irajor exisLing g,overnTcmt sys-

tems. The larE;cst of these was the 1)2fonse Comxunicatious

System, manazed by the Dcfense Communications Agency. This

system, a worldwIdo co,ople:; of DOD coloinunications netvorks,

had been foricrA 5n 100. Price: to that time, military com-

muniCations had boon indop.?ndcntly selected ct -nd implanted

as n inc1ivic1ul. systell for erc% s2rvIcc.
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The mission of NCS was not to take over or displace,

but to integrate and coordinate. The objectives were to

improve performance in support of national command authdri-

ties under emergency conditions and, in the longer run,

to eliminate unnecessary duplication of facilities. The

Secretary of Defense was made Executive Agent and the

:Director of the Defense Communications Agency was made

Manager, NCS. The Executive Agent and Manager are respon-

sible for integrated planning and operations. The DTM was

given a policy-advisory role.

411 
THE PATCKWOaK NAIURE OF THE PRESENT STRUCTURE Is
NOT CONDUCIVE TO OPTINni PERORMANCE OF .`M
TELECUUNICATIMS ACTIVITIS AND REQUIaEMENTS
OF THE FEDERAL COVERM4ENT

•

A. Existinr, Orc,anizational Arronements Make
Ef-fective Syectrum Monnemeni.: DiThcui-t

Radio frequencies are now assigned to federal agencies

by the DTM, with IRAC playing an important role' in the ac-

tual determination. Under existing arrangements, however,

the DTM lacks the resources and clear authority to impose

wholly effective controls on government spectrum uses to con-

serve govern,i1-2nt use of spectrum for the benefit of private

users, and, of course, has no authority with regard to non-

government uses.
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The FCC is represented on .only one subcommittee of

IRAC and has no authority over the use of the radio spec-

trum by the Federal government.- Conversely, neither the

President nor any executive agency has the legal right to

review FCC frequency management for the non-federal sector.

Thus, no agency is empowered to effect an equitable and

efficient allocation of spectrum rights between the

federal and non-federal sectors, nor to establish and

enforce technical and operating standards equally appli-

cable to all classes of users.

In addition, a lack of adequate technical staff and

resources in the ITC has contributed to the procedure of

allocating radio frequencies on a nationwide block basis,

leading both to overuse and to underuse of the spectrum,

depending on service and location. Although the govern-

ment has considerable technical resources concerned with

radio communications, they are principally to be found in

Department of Commerce and DOD laboratories, rather than

in the staffs of the spectrum managers, the DTJM and the

FCC. And the FCC, given the limited resources available

to it and the demands placed upon it in licensing broad-

casting and regulating the telephone and telegraph
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industries, has not devoted as much attention as seems

necessary to the distinct role of spectrum manager.

B. The Absence of a Central Focus Possessing
the Requisite Technological and Economic
Skills Makes More Difficult the Development
of a Sound and Forward- looking international
Telecommunications Policy

Because telecommunications has international dimen-

sions, the President's constitutional responsibilities

for the conduct of foreign policy are inescapably involved

in communications policy. This was recognized by Congress

in the Cable Landing Act, which requires a Presidential

grant of U.S. landing rights for any international cable,

and in the Communications Satellite Act:, whose speciol

provisions for Presidential supervision were described

earlier. Necessarily, therefore, the Department of State,

through its Office of Telecommunications in the Bureau of

Economic Affairs, plays a significant role in he formu-

lation and implementation of U.S. communications
*/

policy, as it relates to foreign policy": The expertise

of this office, however, naturally leans more to

* / The President has delegated his foreign policy re-
sponsibilities under both the Cable Landing Act
and the Communications Satellite Act to State.
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. ,foreign policy and international relations than to the

technology and economics of telecommunications, which

underscores the need for providing strong technical and

economic support to the State Department from elsewhere

in the government

C. Government Research and Development and
Procurement Efforts are not Organized to
Ensure that Social Benefits Inherent in
Telecommunications Technology are Promptly
Realized. . .

The communications industry looks to govermicmt as

its most important customer in terms of product and system

• 
development. Decisions made with respect to the establish-

ment and operation of government communications systems may

have as great an impact on the future configuration of the

commercial communications industry as all but a handful of

policy or regulatory decisions. Yet it is precisely in the

area. of communications research and development 'and procure-

ment that the potential for a coordinated governmet policy

integrated with the regulatory and planning roles has gone

unrealized. Government research and development efforts

related to communications -- reflecting the variety of

policy-formulation, resource-management, regulatory and

mission-support tasks which they undergird -- are diverse
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in nature and scattered in organizational locale. Far

greater research activities and technical expertise are

to be found in the Departments of Defense and Commerce and

in NASA than in the FCC and DTM; yet these capabilities

are only rarely used in the formulation of telecommunica-

tions policy or in day-to-day operations of the FCC and

the DTM. The FCC Chief Engineer's Office conducts tech-

nical studies of electromagnetic spectrum use, and the

FCC's only laboratory, at Laurel, Maryland, tests new

equipment for conformity to FCC standards. Studies similar

to those conducted by the FCC are supported by the DTM in

aid of its role as manager of government frequency assign-

ments. DTM also sponsors studies of communications satel-

lite technology and gener'al terecommunications policy,

usually through outside contracts. The scope and relevance

of the information obtained, and the ability to implement

conclusions reached, particularly with regard to spectrum,

have been limited by the absence of a single central focus

to plan and execute a coordinated program of research and

by the multi-jurisdictional responsibilities.

Other agencies support primarily product-oriented

communications research and development, in connection with
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the substanLivc missions for which they are responsible.

This work, particularly that carried on in connection

with the defense and space programs, has made significant

contributions to the high rate of technological progress

which has characterized the communications industry. But

the differences in the product needs of government, in-

dustry and the general public reduce the impact of bene-

ficial "spillover" effects.

A large and important area exists in which the

federal government could promote !! the application of

411 telecommunications concepts and technology to a varieLy

of social ends. Currently, this role is highly fragmented

to the extent that it is recognized at all. NASA has both

the technical resources and mandate to 'explore the adap-

tation of communications satellite technology to the entire

range of socially relevant purposes, but its interest in

the communications aspect is incidental to its overriding

*1

•

Promotion is used here not in the sense of "pushing"
telecommunications beyond the limitsjustified by
considerations of efficient resource use, but in the
sense of assuring that justifiable - applications are
not overlooked because of lack .of familiarity with
current and potential state of the art.
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concern with space exploration. The FCC has a general

statutory responsibility to encourage the larger and more

effective use of radio in the public interest, but as a

regulatory agency it is limited in the degree to which it

can play the role of communications promoter to executive

agencies such as HEN, All), and HUD. DTM lacks both the

functional responsibilities and the in-house capability

necessary to an effective promotional role.

A promotional policy would require a combination of

two different, although closely related capabilities: a

comprehensive and up-to-date knowledge of the present and

potential technological state of the art, and the communica-

tions systems engineering competence to bring that knowledge

to bear on the communications requirements of mission-

oriented agencies. These capabilities do not exist in

government today in the necessary form and quantity.

.Neither FCC with its focus on regulatory matters,

nor IYEN with its focus on broad policy-making and spectrum

allocation, nor even GSA, which is concerned with a wide

variety of procurement and maintenance functions,
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possesses the requisite level of communications systems

engineering skills.

Even DOD, by far the largest government consumer of

communications products and service, has problems marshal-

ling the skills and knowledge to enable it to evaluate a

procurement proposal for a communications system, par-

ticularly in terms of the extent to which possibilities

for systems engineering and technological innovation have

been fully realized. This is not surprising. The justi-

fication for examining procurement proposals to determine

whether possibilities for innovation have been fully real-

ized relates less to the performance of a given mission

than to the desirability of utilizing government's position

as major consumer to ensure that the benefits of new tech-

nology are realized as promptly as possible. Unlike NASA

in its field, DOD is not charged with the promotion of a

technology. It is only to be expected that DOD would

utilize its budgetary resources to develop capabilities

directly related to its mission responsibilities, not to

promote Che general progress of communications technology.

•
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••••••••••••411 -....

The government's mission-related communications sys-

tems, especially those which form components of innovative

social projects, offer wide opportunity for significant,

innovative applications of new technological developments.

HEW programs in the field of educational television, or

medical telecommunications, for example, may well involve

requirements for specially configured satellite ground

stations; and specially tailored communications components

might also be necessary to provide support for possible

HUD programs seeking to define new relations among a

variety of scattered urban groups. It is here -- in de-

signing systems to meet mission-related communications

needs -- that the need is greatest for a government capa-

bility which can bring to bear on systems requirements an

intimate and comprehensive knowledge of the state of the

art.
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By incorporating a wide variety of technological

innovations developed by a large number of firms in com-

munications-related industries, the development of govern-

ment systems and services could have a significant impact

on developments within the industry as well. However,

because responsibility for systems design and specifications

is dispersed among a myriad of mission-oriented agencies,

the procurement of telecommunications systems tends to be

viewed as a mission-support function without relationship

to overall national communications policy; because it is not

110 integrated with other government

•

latory goals, procurement policy

policy, planning and regu-

tends to focus exclusively

on the procuring of the system most closely tailored to the

specific mission in question at the lowest possible cost.

Except for limited cases among NCS agencies, opportunities

for the sharing of systems, and for harnessing technological

innovations to new social ends, thus tend to be ignored.

As a large user of communications services and prod-

ucts, moreover, the government has an obvious interest in

bulk rates and in the development of products geared to the

needs of large users. The granting of bulk rates, however,

may in some cases result in an increase In charges to users
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who do not generate enough traffic to take advantage of

them, and resources devoted to the development of products

geared to the needs of large consumers are unavailable for

the production of components specifically tailored to the

. -requirements of other users. Yet government represents the

public interest, and that public includes many small users.

The need to relate government's roles as user and a§ repre-

sentative of the public interest has not yet adequately

been met.

D. The  Absence .of a  Central Focus for Advice and
Assistance to States and Localities has Re-
sulted in Wasteful Dulication and Unmet Needs
in Programs Utilizing  _Federal Funds

As a provider of technical assistance to, and as the

funding and/or managing agent for a wide variety of non-

federal projects which contain communications components

(as in education and public safety), the federal government

has a significant impact on the communications activities

of state and local governmental units. The existing lack

of coordination among the various federal agencies charged

with responsibilities in these areas, however, together with

'the absence of any organization with a specific mandate to

channel communications assistance and advice to state and

local units, is said to have resulted in duplication of
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facilities, under-utilization of existing capacity,. and in

many instances, failure to meet the vital needs of state and

local governmental organizations.

E. The Policy Coordination Necessitated by the
Plethora of Government Telecommunications
Roles is inadequately Performed 15 a Multi-

.w+•••••.•

2.112_11:Lof Committees

Given the number of different federal roles in tele-

communications, the necessity for coordination of policy is

imperative. In theory, DTM is the focal point for coordina-

tion of federal telecommunications policy within the Execu-

tive Branch. In actuality, the coordinating role is diffused

among a multiplicity of committees -- some permanent, and

some ad hoc -- interwoven into a complicated web of formal

and informal relationships. Many of these committees,

moreover, have difficulty responding to the need for co-

ordination of national and international policies and the

requirements imposed by overall policy goals.

Much of this proliferation of coordinating mechanisms

can be explained as a necessary response to the complexity

of the issues presented and to the fact that there will

always be a need for intra-governmental coordination prior

to final decision. But it also would appear to reflect an

attempt by the agencies concerned to adapt to the absence of
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a single focus for the coordination of national communica-

tions policy. Because that responsibility is at present

fragmented among committees, neither the President nor the

agencies concerned have available to them a source of

coordinated and comprehensive policy advice. As a result,

the Executive branch has difficulty presenting a coherent

and consistent position on policy problems.

F. Recent Events have Underscored the Lack of an
Effective Government Cau.bility. for Lo-ranc,,e

Telecommunications Polta_Plannina

The lack of a central coordinating focus is closely

410 related to the absence of an effective capability for

•

long-range policy planning -- policy formulated not as an

ad hoc response to a present crisis, but as a creative

shaping of the future, anticipation and avoidance of crises,

and well-thought-through solutions to fundamental, as well

as immediate, problems. The continuing absence of :uch

a capability -- which may reflect in no small measure the

persistence of a traditional view of telecommunications as

exclusively a mission-support function rather than a

critical area of public policy in its own right -- has

been repeatedly underscored in recent years. Thus, the
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creation in 196/1 of the Intragovernmental Committee in

International Telecommunications to study the question of

a merger of U.S. international carriers, and the creation

in 1967 of this Task Force, charged with a broad mandate

to re-examine our communications policy, both attest to

the lack of a permanent focus for review and revision of

major policy positions. Our own work, reflected in previous

chapters, adds urgency to the need for effective policy-

making machinery to cope with the problems of even the

near-term future.

IV. STEPS MUST BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE GOVERNMENT PER-
FORMANCE IN COMMON CARRIER REGULATION AND
BROADCAST LICENSING

A. Prior  Chapters have
— 
Disclosed Weaknesses in

— •Government Regu1 at= and Licensing  Roles _

As discussed at length in both our international

industry and domestic carrier chapters, the FCC's regula-

tory performance has not always proved fully effective.

Rather than taking the place of competition in markets

having pronounced natural monopoly features, regulation

in the communications industry, in our opinion, has at

times acted as a constraint on competition even in markets

which do not have such features. In addition, because
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of its emphasis on limiting the overall profits of regulated

firms, regulation has not focused as clearly as it might

on overall performance in common carrier communications.

In large part, moreover, the Commission lacks the resources

to develop sufficient in-house capability for the analysis

of major issues having technical, economic and regulatory

dimensions, even when these issues are central to its

regulatory responsibilities. Given the highly complex and

rapidly changing character of the industry, this is a

troublesome deficiency.

Similarly, broadcasting policy as elaborated by the

Commission implies a degree of supervision over programming

which is difficult to enforce effectively, given present

levels of personnel -- if, indeed, it can be enforced at all.

Moreover, although the Executive Branch has begun to sponsor

measures (e.g., the Public Broadcasting Act) to provide

federal assistance to noncommercial broadcasting, the

various Executive agencies have provided insufficient

assistance in the policy field to the FCC in terms of bring-

ing their diverse concerns and insights to its attention

despite the obvious importance of television to such

Executive Branch concerns as education.
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B. Stus Must be Taken to Strengthen FCC Cflpa-
bilities in These Areas

In both regulation and licensing, we find promising

possibilities for strengthening the effectiveness of the

FCC. As discussed in Chapter Six, relatively modest amend-

ments to the Communications Act of 1934 would substantially

strengthen the regulatory capability in the common carrier

field.

In addition, the level of financial support for regu-

latory and licensing activities should be raised. In

neither the broadcasting nor the common carrier area is the

existing staff level sufficient to support effective regula-

tion. The necessary beginning of any improvement in the

broadcast licensing process continues to be the provision

of sufficient resources to enable more than the superficial

inspection and investigation efforts uncovered in the study

of the FCC conducted by Booz, Allen and Hamilton in 3962.

And sensitive and discriminating common carrier regulation

requires more personnel trained in modern economic analysis

and communications systems analysis than the FCC has today.
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C. Greater Multi-disciplinary Capabilities Within
the Executive Branch are Required, to Forecast
Demand and Technology and to Provide a Frame-
work for the 92fyation of Prototype Experiments

An Executive Branch capability could add to the

efforts of the FCC in both the broadcast or common carrier

fields. Thus, in broadcasting, the increasing importance

of television in providing not only diversity but also

support for the federal government's missions in a host of

fields, highlights the need for an Executive Branch capabil-

ity which can help to integrate and coordinate the variety

of executive and legislative policies and interests involved.

Similarly, in the common carrier field, even a substantially

strengthened FCC could benefit from the assistance provided

by an Executive Branch entity capable of taking the long

view of policy and developing data and recommendations on

a host of technological and economic aspects of ,teleconununi-

cations problems.

Furthermore, dramatic new technological developments

the domestic satellite Chapter provides an extended illustra-

tion -- may raise technical, social and economic questions

requiring experimental operations. If we wish to ensure

that our domestic and international telecommunications sys-

tems are characterized by the optimum realization of the
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benefits of new technology, the Executive Branch should

make available for use in the regulatory process its

resources for technical assistance and the systematic

assessment -- in technical, economic and social terms of

technological innovations, and should provide a framework

within which pilot programs can be carried on and evaluated.

V. A NEW GOVERNMENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY IS
URGENTLY REQUIRED

The United States is not now satisfactorily discharg-

ing its role in telecommunication management -- not one

essential element of management exists to a sufficient

degree -- a number do not exist. Our recommendations to

correct this situation:

A. To Meet the Needs Described Above Requires _the
Creation of a New Government Caubility 177abody.--:—
in.g a Variety of Both Missions and Personnel 

Fully to meet the deficiencies outlined in prior

parts of this and other chapters necessitates, in our

opinion, the creation and deployment of a new set of govern-

mental capabilities. What is required, in brief, is an

adequately funded focus for the centralized responsibility

for spectrum management recommended elsewhere in the report;

a center capable of coordinating government research and
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development in spectrum problems and for the provision

of guidance and evaluative frameworks for a variety of

communications-related pilot programs; a focus capable of

responding to requests for technical advice and assistance

on procurement mntters, either from other agencies or

from State and local governments; and a center for the

provision of technical assistance and the development of

new concepts and procedures ineconnection with regulatory

policy. The overall need, then, is for a long-range

planning, policy formulating

support capability which .can

roles in which the Executive

and coordinating and mission-

serve to integrate the various

branch is presently engaged.

To its tasks, the proposed entity would bring the

skills of engineers and scientists capable of analyzing

the applicability of technological developments in terms

of both component performance and systems design; and of

lawyers, economists and statisticians capable of engaging

in industry studies and, in cooperation with technical

personnel, long-range technological, cost and demand fore-

casting. As these programs began to be implemented, one
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could expect a constant flow of such personnel to other

communications-related Government activities, including

the FCC.

B. The Executive Branch Would be  Able to Make 
Valuable Contributions to Regulatory Decisions 

The proposed entity, designed to serve Executive

needs, could provide valuable assistance to the FCC. En-

gaged in a variety of advisory roles and in the gathering

of continuously up-dated operational knowledge, the new

entity would have strengthened resources for communications

systems analysis, and for long-range economic and techno-

logical forecasting. Accordingly, the new entity could be

a valuable so,irce of advice and inputs in regulatory pro-

ceedings, in much the same way that the Department of

Transportation is beginning to participate in proceedings

before a variety of regulatory bodies. In this role, more-

over, the new entity might contribute substantially to resolv-

ing conflicts within the Executive Branch cited earlier be-

tween Government as user and Government as representative

of the public interest.
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C. A Framework Would be Providedfor More Effective
STectrum ManacY,ement

As more fully developed in the chapter on the use of

the radio spectrum, we believe it essential to end the

divided management of the spectrum, under which DTM manages

spectrum use by Federal Government users and FCC manages

all other uses, with no agency empowered to coordinate

spectrum use between government and non-government interests.

We are particularly concerned that many new and expanded

uses of the spectrum which technology may make possible

and the national interest demand, might be denied in the

absence of more flexible management procedures rooted in a

greater degree of localism and detailed planning than is

possible with divided authority and responsibility.

In the award of licenses to individual broadcasting

stations, many considerations come into play besides ef-

ficient use of the spectrum, having to do with broadcasting

policy and the comparative qualifications of competing

applicants. The licensing of individual broadcasting sta-

tions should therefore remain the responsibility of the FCC:

- Specific frequency channels would be allotted to specific

areas for radio and television broadcasting, on the basis
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of mutual agreement as to the number and location of

broadcast outlets required, with the FCC assigning these

channels to particular applicants. Similarly, no displacement

is proposed of the Commission's responsibility for determining

whether the entry of a new common or private carrier or the

construction of a new line or extension (wire or radio)

should be permitted as a matter of sound regulatory policy.

Thus, the Commission would either issue such licenses itself

or, in any event, retain powei on regulatory grounds both

to veto and to urge acceptance of, applications for licenses

involving use of the spectrum to provide private or common

carrier services.

The use of radio communications as an adjunct to an

unrelated function, like taxi service, public safety,

electric utility operations or air transportation, by

amateur radio operators or by Federal agencies in support

of their missions, does not raise the same difficult regulatory

issues as in the case of broadcasting or in providing

communications common carrier service. The licensing or

assigning process in .the case of these services is largely

limited to ascertaining whether spectrum is available

coordinating and engineering assignment of frequencies;
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and enforcing established techni
cal and operating standards.

Consequently, depending on the admin
istrative framework

chosen, such licensing could be don
e by the FCC or by

the Executive agency that has gene
ral responsibility for

spectrum management, provided that the
 spectrum manager

retains the overall authority for achie
ving efficient and

effective spectrum use.

Finally, the new entity should also be 
responsible

for the establishment and enforceme
nt of such technical

standards and licensing requirements a
s may be necessary

to prevent spectrum waste and "pol
lutIon" -- harmful

interference with radio communi
cations caused by users of

radio frequencies for purposes 
other than .communicaLion;

the conduct of the long-range 
studies in spectrum manage-

ment: outlined in our spectrum ch
apter; and the coordination

of the Government radio labora
tories and R&D centers con-

ducting the technical research des
cribed in our spectrum

chapter as essential to intellige
nt exploitation of the

spectrum resource.

This complex of functions will for
m the core of the

missions undertaken by the propos
ed entity. Following the

pattern of the Communication's Act o
f 1934, its central

activity will be oversight and 
allocation of the public
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resource represented by the spectrum. The diverse array

of disciplines involved in this task, however, can also

beneficially be brought to bear on a variety of related

Government telecommunications functions. Their uses in

connection with regulation have already been discussed.

We turn now to a description of the benefits to be

obtained from assigning to the proposed entity further

supplementary functions in other areas.

D. Telecommunications Research and  Development,
yuecially that Associated with Prototyle
yxperiments,Would be Significantly Strengthened

Defense, Commerce, and NASA each have scientific and

technical information programs through which the results of

unclassified R&D sponsored by these organizations are made

available to the scientific community. The R&D involved is,

of course, responsive to the mission needs of the sponsoring

agency. Except for the NCS, nowhere within Government,

however, is this information continuously studied for

potential application to the mission needs of other Government

agencies, and for the accomplishment of broader national

goals. The transfer of technological advances made by one

agency to another is currently accomplished on an ad hoc

basis as problems arise. It therefore appears desirable to

establish a focal point within Government for the continuous
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collecting and monitoring of communications related R&D

results and to search for broader applications of such

R&D.

Further, communications forms a vital component of

a wide range of socially innovative programs potentially

involving the efforts of a broad cross-section of Government

agencies. If the opportunities promised by prototype experi-

ments are to he realized, the proposed entity will be

required to play a significant role in both their initiation

and organization. Thus, where the programs involved are

multi-purpose or where the initiating agency lacks the

requisite technical capability, the new entity would function

as agent for such projects, except where they are of a type

more properly sponsored by NASA. Even where the proposed

entity did not itself identify the need for or initiate

the project, moreover, it would provide both technical and

organizational assistance and the evaluative capability that

is required if such programs are to produce meaningful results.

E. .Significant Opportunities Would be Presented,

Especially in Connection with Procurement for

the Realization of the Benefits of New Technolo.a

An important role of the proposed entity will be in

areas where existing Government activity is rudimentary and

where in some cases even the existence of a federal role is
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not clearly perceived. The new, entity would embody both

the resources and the specific mandate to help HEW, HUD,

or other agencies search out new applications of communications

technology which hold promise of social payoff in suchareas

as adult education and job training, medicine, alleviation

of racial tensions, and public enlightenment and entertainment.

In connection with procurement, the skills and resources

associated with the proposed entity would be devoted to

providing, upon request from the federal agency, State or

municipality concerned, advice and assistance in technical

design analysis of communications systems required to meet

a given agency's needs. The systems engineering skills

which the proposed entity would bring to bear on this task

would make it possible for the first time, for such agencies

rigorously to evaluate proposals for communications systems

made by the private sectors, not only in terms of comparative

costs, but also in terms of the extent to which the potential

benefits of technological innovations have been realized.

In addition, where the user lacks the requisite

in-house staff, the proposed entity might undertake procure-

ment advisory responsibilitics Assume, for example, that
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a variety of agencies each developed program requirements

which could most easily be satisfied by joint use of a

single system. In such a situation, the new entity,

assuming it did not itself operate the system, would

function as the interface between the mission-oriented

agencies involved -- IIEW, HUD, and Labor, for example,

none of whom possesses the requisite technical knowledge

and skills -- and the operator of the system.

The changes proposed in connection with spectrum

management ought to produce substantial benefits. The

benefits in other areas, however -- in particular, the

substantial improvement in terms of effective policy

formulation and implementation and promotion of signifi-

cant technological possibilities which would be realized

through the proposed entity's integration of the various

government roles -- ultimately depend upon the assumption

by the proposed entity of a critical mass of functions.

Thus, it is precisely the personnel and skills required

to service a significant volume of requests for procure-

ment and planning assistance which would be capable of
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bringing to bear on the investment decisions of common

carriers the type of analysis previously outlined, and

of providing to the State Department -- in connectj.on with

its policy role in international telecommunications mat-

ters -- the type of technological capability deemed in

our view necessary. Similarly, an entity which was in

continuous contact both with agency procurement officers

and -- as a result of maintaining continuously up-dated

knowledge concerning the entire range of communications-

related R&D -- with interested manufacturers and common

carriers, could ensure to private industry more effective

participation on a variety of matters in the Government

procurement decision-making probess. As indicated above,

however, the realization of that critical mass of

functions will ultimately depend upon the proposed en-

tity's ability to prove its usefulness to other govern-

mental organizations.
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F. On-a2
0

Inc, Mission-SHrport Telecommunications
Activities Would Not be Supplanted

This proposal for a new entity does not mean .central-

ized control over all Government communications. Indeed,

such a result would be difficult to reconcile with the

fact that many Government communication systems are neces-

sarily supportive of a specific mission for which a

particular agency bears ultimate responsibility. In many

cases -- certain DOD systems and the FAA's Civil Aviation

Communications Network, for example -- Government communica-

tions systems embody high-priority requirements for such

factors as security or rapidity of response which cannot

safely be subordinated to.other.goals. Where the mission-

supporting role of communications is predominant because of

the existence of an overriding need for a system geared to a

mission-related set of priorities, the case is clear for

leaving ultimate responsibility in the hands of the agency

responsible for the mission involved. What is required,
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therefore, is the creation of an entity with sufficient

operational responsibility to enable it effectively to

integrate the various Executive roles, while avoiding

that degree of preoccupation with operational responsi-

bilities which would threaten performance of the dominant

function of long-range planning and policy formulation-.

Nor do we think that 3icensing of broadcasting and

regulation of communications common carriers should be

'transferred from the FCC. The political sensitivity of

broadcasting control,. and the tradition of quasi-judicial

rate regulations, counsel for the retention of these

functions by an independent regulatory commission. There-

fore, the suggestions that we have made for increasing the

FCC's effectiveness remain important and should be adopted,

and, even more important, its staff should be augmented to

enable . it to function more effectively than it can today.
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C. Required New Programs  to Meet the Pressing

Need for Policy-Trained Personnel in the

Telecommunications Field Would be Enhanced-

One of the underlying deficiencies of the policy

framework in telecommunications is the absence of programs

to develop the unusual interdisciplinary skills required

for the formulation and implementation of sound public

policy in a field as technologically, economically and

institutionally complex as modern telecommunications.

Formulation and implementation of effective tele-

communications policy, moreover, is at present seriously

handicapped by a shortage of qualified personnel. Our

universities have not trained engineers, systems analysts,

economists or lawyers equipped to grasp the interrelation-

ships among technological developments, systems engineering

requirements, the regulatory framework and economic and

social policy goals; nor are opportunities afforded for

officials in policy positions to obtain such skills at mid-

career levels.

One answer to this need would be for government to

sponsor graduate fellowships on the model of the National
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Science Foundation grants. The difficulty at present,

however, is not the students' need for support but the

absence of settings In which thi2 necessarily multi-

disciplinary programs are being offered. Nor is the

problem entirely one of individuals' training. We have

been struck in our studies by the lack of interdisciplin-

ary research into questions of communications policy.

Yet, this is a field in which the benefits to be gained

from cooperation among lawyers, engineers, and economists

are clearly substantial.

Both needs -- for broad-gauged policy training and

for interdisciplinary policy research -- could be met by

the establishment of one or more federally funded Communi-

cations Policy Training Programs or Institutes, perhaps

located in university settings, which would have as their

objective the provision of advanced training at the graduate

and mi.d-career levels in the interdisciplinary skills re-

quired to produce capable and qualified communications

systems analysts and policy makers. The funding levels

required for such a program would be relatively modest,

since - a prerequisite for such a funding ought to be the
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•existence of an on-going program of.4-6mpirical and theo-

retical research on telecommunications problems within

the university itself. Given the existence of such a

program, moreover, the costs of many of the teaching,

personnel required could be shared by government and the

university.

H. The Proposed Caupbility and the Communications
Policy TLng Programs WoulTTT:ovITC.—ihe
Prerequisites for the Formulation and Imple-
mentation of Coherent and Comprellensive
Telecommunications Policy

Given the critical mass referred to above, another

function of the new entity would be to provide a focal

point for coordination of the views of the many federal

agencies concerned with communications problems, to lead

in developing a more responsive and closely coordinated

network of committees. Thus, by virtue of its varied roles,

functions and resources, the new entity would provide an

apt perspective for the fashioning of long-range communi-

cations policy positions to meet the challenges that the

years ahead undoubtedly hold in this dynamic field.

All of these roles should be mutually supportiu,

and the synergism of the new entity would bode well for

its success in its various missions.


